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and like aims of the jurisdiction of the United States Consular authorities.
I renew the recommendation which hae
To the Senate and Hou~e of Rep.resenbtlvee of been con•lanlly maintained.
Th e Gov- been heretofore urged by the Executive
the United States:
ernment has lo st no occasion of encourag - upon the attention of Congress that after
An appalling cnlami)Y has . befall en ing the Mexican Government to beneli· the reduction of such amount as may be
the American people smce their chosen cial advantages ol the natu ral advantages found due to Am erican citizens, the balrepreaent&tives l ast met in the halls which will result from more intimate com- ance of the indemnity fund herelofora
where you are now assembled. We might mercial relations and from the opening of obtained from China and Jap an, and
elae recall wi\h unalloyed content the the rich interior of Me.rlco to rail way enter• which are now in the hanJs of the State
rare prosp<)rity wilh which throughout pri se, I deem ii important Iha\ means D, partmenl, be returned to the Governthe year the Nalion has been bleSBed. be provided to restrain the lawle ssnes3 ments of those countries.
Its harvests have been plenteous, its va- unfortunately so common on th e fronti er,
The King of Hawaii in the course o(
ried industries have thriven, the health nnd suppress the forays of res ervatioi:is his homeward relur.0 1 after a jouraey
of its people h&3 been preserved, it has of Indians on either side of the Rw around the world, has lately visited this
maintained
with foreign Governments
country.
While our relations with that
Grande.
the undisturb ed relation s of amity and
The neighb oring States of Central Kingdom are friendly, this Government
peace. For the se manifeslalions of bis America have preserved internal peace, bas viewed wilh concern the effort.a to
favor, we owe to him who holds our des- and their outward relations toward us seek repleniebment of the diminishing
tiny in his bands the tribute of our grate• have been those of inlimate friendship. population of the Island from outward
ful devotions.
There
are
encouragiog
eigcs of sources to a degree which may impair the
DEATH OF PRESIDENT GARFIELD,
their growing
dispoeition
to sub- native sovereignty and independence in
local
interests
to which the U aired States was among the
To that mysterious exercise of will ordinat-e their
which has taken lrom us the loved and those which are common to them first to testily a lively interest.
Relations of unimpaired amity have
illu strious citizen who wae but late]y the by reason of their geographical relations.
througbout
the year
head of the Nation, we bowin sorrow The boundary dispute belweeD Guate- been maintained
with
the reepective Governments of Aue·
and submission, The memory of his ex- mala and Mexico bas afforded this Gov·
tria,
Hungary,
Bel~inm,
Denmark,
Hayti,
alted character, of his noble achieve• ernment an opportunity to exercise its
and Uruguay, Portugal, and
mente, and of his patriotic life will. be good offices for preventing a rupta~e be. Paraguay
treasured forever as a fllacred posees@1on tween those States, aod for procuring a Sweden and Norway. Thia may also be
I said of Greece and Ecuador, although our
of the whole people. The announcement peaceful solution of the question.
of his death drew from foreign Govern- cherish a strong hope that in view of o.ur relations with those States have for some
ments and peoples tributes of sympathy relations of amity with both countries years been severed by the withdrawal of
appropriations for diplomatic repreeentaand eorrow which history will record aa our friendly counsels may prevail.
The American Government lately form- tives at Alhens and Quito. It seems exe1gnal tokens of the kinship of nations
and the federation of mankind. The feel- ed an engagement with Columb ia for set- pedient to restore these missions on a reing of good will between our own Gov- tling, by arbitration, the boundary ques- duced scale, and I decidedly recommend
ernment and that of Great Britain was tion between those countries, providing such a course with respect to Ecuador,
never more marked than at present. In that the poet of arbitr~nts should be of- which is likely, within the near fnlure, to
recognition of thia pleasing lac\ I dir~ct- fered sncce.. ively to the King oI the Bel• play an important part among the nations
.
gians, the King of Spain and the Pttei · of the Southern Pacific.
ed, on the occasion of the late centennul
RELIEF OF WOUNDED.
celebration at Yorktown , that a salute be dent of the Argentine Confederation. The
Kine: of the Belgiaos has declined to act,
given to the British flag.
At its last extra session the Senate
but I am not as yet advised of the a~tion called for the text of the General ConFOREIGN RELATIONS.
of the King of Spain. Ae we have cer- vention for the relief of wounded in war.
Save for the correspondence to which I tain interests in the disputed territory I trust this action foreshadows such intershall refer to hereafter in relation to the which are protected by our trealy engage- est in the subject as will result in the adproposed canal across the Isthmus of Pan• ment with one of the parties, it is impor- hesion of the United States to that huama, little has occurred worthy of men- lant that the arbilralion should not, with- mane and commenda1:ile engagement.
tion in the diplomatic relations of the out our consent, effect our rights, and the
PREVENTION
OF COLLISIONS AT SE.i,
collntriee. Early in the year the Fortune Government has accordingly thought
.Bay claims were satisfactorily settled by proper to make its views known to the
I invite your attention to the propriety
the"British Government paying in lull the parties to the agreement as well as to in• o( adoptfog the new code of international
sun', of £15,000, moat of which has been timate them to the Belgian Government, ru lea for the prevention of collisions
already distributed.
As the terms ol the
The questions growing out of the pro• on the high seas, and of conforming the
settlement included compensation for in- posed Inter-oceamc water way across the domestic legislation of the United States
juries suffere d by our fishermen at Aspee Isthmus of Panama are of grave National thereto, so that no confusion may arise
.Bay, there ba.s been retained from the importance. This Governmel>I has been from tbeapplicalion of conflicting rules in
gro ss award a sum which is deemed ade- nomindfnl of the solemn obligations im- lhe case ef vessels of different nationalities
quate for theae claims.
posed upon it by its compact of 1846 meeting in tidal waters. Theae internaThe parii cipalion of Americana in the with Colombia and the independent and tional rules differ but elightly from our
exhibitions at Melbourne and Sydney sovereign mistress of Lhe territory crossed own. They have been adopted by the
will be approvingly mentioned in the re- by the canal, and baa sought to render Navy Department Ior the governance of
port.a of lhe two exhibitions soon to be them effeclive by freeh engagements with the war ships of the United States on the
presented to Con.1:ress. They will disclose the Colombian Republic, looking to their high seas and in for eign watera, and
the readiness of our countrymen to make practical execution.
The negotiations to through the aclion of the Slate DeparteucceSBfol competition in distant fields of this end, after they had reached what ap- ment in disseminating the rules and in
peared to be a mutually ss.tisiactory acquainting shipmasters with the option
enterprise.
N egotiations for au International Copy- solutfon here, were met in Colombia by a of conforming to them withont the juris•
right Convention are in hopeful progress. disavowal of the powers which it.a Envoy dictional waters of the United States.
The surrender of Silting Bull and hie had aammed and by a proposal for renew• They are now very generally known and
force upon the Caoadjan frontier has al- ed negoti ations on a modified ha.Bis.Mean• obeyed .
lay ed all app rehen sion, although bodi~• while this Government lenrned tbat ColTRADE AND MANUFACTURING
REPORTS.
of British Indian s still cross the border m ombia had proposed to the European
Th e State Depar tment slill contiues to
quest of subsistence. Upon this subject a Powers to join in a guarantee of the neu- publish to lhe country the trade and
correspondence has been opened which trality of the proposed Panama canal, a manufacturing reporta received from its
promises an adequate
understanding.
guarantee which would be in direct conOnr troops have orderR to avoid, mean • travention of oar obUgation &!J the sole officers abroad . The rnccesa of this
course warrants it.acontinuance, and such
while, all collisions with alien Indians.
guarantees o( the integrity of Colombian appropriation
as may be required to
The pre,ence at lhe Yorktown celebra- territory and of the neutrality of the c•- meet the rapi<lly increasing demand for
tion of rer,resentatives of lhe Fr ench Re· nal itself. My lamented predecessor felt these publications, with epecil\ l reference
public and the descendants of Lafayette it his duly to place before the European to tbe Atlanta cotton exposition . The
and of his gallant compatriots who were Powers the reasons which make the prior October number of the reports was devo·
our allies in the Revolution, bas served guarantee of the United Slates in- ted to a valuable collection of papers on
to strengthen the spirit oI good will diep<lnBable, and for which the in- the cotton goods trade of the world.
which has always existed between the terjection of any Iorejgn guarantee must
SANITARY CONFERENCE
two nations,
be regarded as a superfluous and ua- INTERNATIONAL
The International Sanitary Con!erence,
You will be furnished witb the pro• friendly act, foreseeing the probable receedings of tbe bi-metallic conference liance of the British Government on the for which in 1879 Congress, made proviheld during the summer at the cily of provisions of the Clayton•Bulwer treaty sion, assembled io this city early in JannParis.
No accord was reached, but a of 1850, aa affording room for a share in ary last and ite sessions we:re prolonged
valuable interchange of views )vas had the guarantees which the Uniled Stales until March. Allhough it reached no
and the conference will next year be re- covennated Colombia a few years before. specific conclusion aff,cting the lnlure acpowers, the interI have not hesitated lo supplement the tion of the participant
Dewed.
At the electrical exhibition and con · action of my predecessor by proposing to change of views proved to be most ava.ilgresEI, also held at Paris, this country was Her Majesty'• Government the wodifica· able. The full protocols of the eeseions
creditably repre,ented by eminent special• Lion of that instrument and the abroga• have been already presented to the Senate,
ist.a who, in the abaence of an appropria- tion of such clauaes thereof as do not
NATIONAL :BOARD OF HEALTH.
tio~, generously lent their efficient aid at comport with the obligations of the
As pertinent to this general subject, I
the instance of the State Department.
United States toward Colombia, or with call your altention to the operations of
While our exhibitions on this almost dis· the vital needs of lhe two friendly parties the National Board of Health established
tinctively American field ol achievement
to the compact.
by the act of CongreBB approved March
have won several valtiable awards, I
Thia Government s?es with great con• 3, 1879. It.a sphere of duty was enlarged
recommend that Congress provide for the cern the continuance of the hostile rela• by the act of June 2 in the same year.
repayment of the personal expenses in• lions between Cbili, Bolivia and Peru . By the last named act the Board wao recurred in the public interest by the hon- An early peace between these Republics quired to institute such meaeurea as
orary commisaioners and de1egate3.
is much to be desired, not only that they might be deemed neceeaary for preventing
No new qnea.tlOn respecting the statue themselves may be spared further misery the introduction of contagious or infec·
of our naturaliz ed citizens in Germany
and bloodshed, bot because their con- tious diseases from foreign countries into
has arisen during the year, nnd the tinued antagonism threatens consequences the U niled States, or from one State into
causes of complaint, especia11y in Alsace which are, in my judgment, dangerous to another. The execution of the rules and
and Lorraine, have practically
ceased the interests of Republican government3 regulations, prepared by the .Board nod
through the liberal aclion of the Imperial on this continent and calculated to de· approved by my predeceasor, has done
Government in accepting our often ex- stroy the best element.a of our lree and much to arrest the progress oI epidemic
pressed views on the subject. No appli- peacefal civilization.
As in the present disease, and bas thus rendered substantial
cation of the treaty of 1868 lo the lately excited condition of popular feeling in eerv ice to the Nat ion.
acquired Rhinish provinces has received these countries, there has been serious
The International Sanitary Conference,
very earneol attention. A definite and misapprehensions of the position of the to which I have referred, adopted the
lasting agreement on this point is con- United States, and as separate diplomatic
form of a bill of health to be need by all
fidently expected. The parlicipation'M
intercour se with each through indepen- veBSelsseeking to enter the port.a of the
the descendant.a of Baron Von Steuben in dent ministers is sometimes subject, owing countries whose representatives partici•
the Yorktown festivities, and their subse- to the want of prompt reciprocal com- pated in it.a deliberations . This form has
quent
reception
by their American
munication to temporary misunderstandoince been prescribed by the National
kinsmen, strikingly
evinced the ties ing, I have deemed it judicious at the Board of Health and incorporated with
of good will which unite lhe German present time to e:end a epecial envoy ac• its bills and regnlations, which have been
credited to all and each of them, and fur- approved by me in pursuance of law. The
people and our own.
Oar intercourse wilh Spain has been nished with general instructions, which health of the p<)Opleis of supreme imfriendly.
Io the agreement instituted in will, I trnat, enable him to bring these portance.
All measures looking to their
February last, fixing a term for the labors powera into friendly relationa.
protection
againat the spread of con•
for the Spanish and American Claims
The Government of Venezuela main~ tagioua diseaaes and the increase of our
Commission, the Spanish Government has taine its attitude of warm friendship and sanitary knowledge for such porpOl!ee, debeen requested to pay the late awards of continues wilh great regularity its pay• serve the attention of Congresa.
the CommiSBion, and will, it is believed, men\ of the monthly quota of the diploTHE TREASURY REPORT.
accede to the request as promptly and matic debt. Without suggesting the diThe report of the Secretary of the
cautiouoly as on former occasions. By rection in which Congress should act, I
recent legislation, onerous fines have been ask attentio11 to the presaing questions af. Treasury represents in detail a highly
imposed upon American
shipping in fecting the dislribution of the ,ams thus satMactory exhibit of the slate of the
Spanish and colonial porte for slight ir- far received.
The relations between fioaocee and the condition of various
regularities in manifeste. One case of Venezuela and France, growing out of branches of the public service adminishardship is specially worthy of &lte'lltlon. the same debt, have been for some time tered by that Department. The ordinary
The bark Masonic, bound for J a.pan, en· past in an unsatisfactory state, and this revenue from all eourcee for the fiscal
tered Manilla in distress and waa there Government aa the neij,?hbor and one oI year ending J nne 30,1881, were:
sought Iv be confiscated under the Spanish the laFgest creditors of Venezuela, has in- From Cus·toma. ............. ............... 8 198,159,6i6 02
revenue laws for an alleged shortage in terposed itself since with the French Gov• From Internal Revenue ............ ... 135,264,385 51
public ]ands .......... ... ..... .....
2,201,863 17
her transhipped cargo. Though ef!'orta f~r ernmeot with the view of producing a From
From tai;.:on circulation and deher re1ief have thus far proved uoava1l· friendly and honorable adjnstment.
posits of National Banks .••••••••.•
8,116,115 72
ing, it is expected that the whole will be
I regret that the commercial interests From repayment of interest by
Pacific
Railway
Companies
......
801,883 80
between lhe United Slates and Brazil, From sinking fund for Paci.fie
adjusted in a friendly spirit .
'fhe Senate resolutions of condolence from which great advantages were hoped
Railway Companies ........ .. ....... .
806,180 5!
on the a.ssassinalion of the Czar, Alexan- a year ago, have suffered from the with- From customs fees, 1lnes, peoal w
ties
etc
..............................
,
....
.
l,~,614
86
1
der U, were appropriately communicated drawal of the American lines of com- From fees, consulu, letters pato the Russian Government, which in munication between the Brazilian ports
tent and lands......................... .
'21244.983 99
turn has expressed its eympathy in our and our own. Through the efforts of our Ftow proceedsof sales of Governmen Ii property ........... .... .... ...... .
262,174 00
late national bereavement.
It is desira • Minister resident at Buenos Ayres and
profits on coinage...............
8,468,485 61
ble that our cordial relation with RuSBia the United States Minister at Santiago, a From
From re•enues of the District of
should he etrengthened by proper en- treaty has been concluded between the
Columbia. ..................... ..... ,., ..••
2,016,199 23
6,206,SSO 13
gagements, a85oriag to peaceable Ameri• Argentine Republic and Chili, disposing From mi9cellaueous.sourcea....... ..
can@, who vi111it
the Empire, the consider• of the long pending Patagonian boundary
Total ordinary recdpta .............s:v,ro,822,929
67
atioo which is dne to tbem as citizens of question. It is a matter of congratolaThe ordinary expenditures for the lilame
a friendly State. This' ie especially need- tioo that oar Government has been pariod
were:
ful wilh reep<lcl lo American Israelitee, afforded the opportunity of euccessfully
eivil expeoaes ..... ..... .. .......... .$ 17,94.lj177 19
whose clase1fication with the native He- exerting its good influence for the pre- For
For foreign intercourse............. ..
1,093,95~ 92
brewa baa evoked energetic remonetrances
vention of disagreements between the re• For Indians .............................. _
6,514,161 09
For pensioos ............................. ..
60,660,27!1 q2
from this Government.
publics of the American Conlinent,
milita.ry eatablishment,
Consular ogreement wilh llaly has
I nm glod to inform you that the treat· Forincluding
river and harbor iwbeen sanctioned and proclaimed which ies lately negotiated with China have
provemenh and ar1enals..........
40,(66,460 6,5
puts at rest the conflicts of jurisdiction
been duly ratified on bolh sides and the For tbe naval establlthment, including vesaela, machinery and
in the caae ol crimes on shipboard. Sev- exchange made at Peking.
Legislation
improvements at the 11avy
eral important international conferences ia neceSBary to carry the provision into
yards.......................................
15168616il G6
mi■cellaneous npenditrues,
have been held in Italy during the year. effect. The prompt and friendly spirit For
lncludl.ug pubHc buildings,
A I the Geographical Congress of Venice, with which the Chinese Government, al
lighthouses aad collecting the
lhe Bon6ce Con~ress of Milan and lhe the request of the United States, conceded
revenae........ .... .......................
41,837,280 57
Nice Congrese oI'.rurin this country was the modification of existing
treaties
~~
3 1543,912 03
represented by delegate• from branches should secure careful regard for the in- For interest on the public debt.... 82,'508.741
18
of lhe public service or by private citi- terests and susceptibilities of that Gov- For premium on bonds purchased
106,248 78
zens duly accredited in an honoray ca- ernment in the enactment of any laws re•
Total ordinary e:rpenditlll'es....S 260,712,887 59
pacity. It is hoped that Congress will lating tu Chinese immigration.
Those
Leaving a surplus of revenue of $100,give such prominence to the re•olts of clauses of the treaties which forbid the
their parlicipation as they may seem to participation of citizens or vessels of the 069,404.98, which was applied Ill! follows:
United
States in the opiom
trade To the redemption of bonds for the Sinkdeserve.
The abolition of all diecriminating
will doublleeo receive your approval. jog .fund, $74,371,200; national carrenoy
duties against such colonial productiot)S These will attest the sincere interest for the Sinking fund, $109,001.05; loan of
of the Dutch EaBI Indies as are imported which our people and Government feel Eebruary, 1861, $7,418,000; for forties of
hither from Holland has been already in the commendable efforts of the Chinose 1864, 2,016,150; five-twenties of 1862,
conoidered by Congress.
I true\ that al Government to put a stop to this demoral- jl8,300; live-twenties of 1864, $3,400; fivethe present eeseion the matter wiJI be izing and destructive traffic. In relalion twenties of 1865, $37,300; consols of 1865,
both to China and Japan, some changes
favorably concluded.
14,341,500; consols of 1867, $9,591,500;
The insecurity of Jiie and property in are desirable in our p.resent system of consols of
1868, $337,400;
loan
many parts of Turkey has given rise to consular jurisdiction . I hope at some indemnit7 stock, $1,000,000; old decorrespondence with the Porte looking future lime to lay before you a scheme mand,
compound
interest
and
other notes, $1,833,000, and to the
particularly to the better protection of for its improvement in · the entire East.
The intimacy between our country and increase of cash in the treasury, $14,637,American missionaries in the Empire.
The condemned murderer of the eminent Japan, the most advanced of the Eastern 023.93; total, $100,069,404.98. The re•
missionary, Dr. Justin W. Paraons, has nations, continues to be cordial. I am quirements of the Sinking loud for the
year amounted to $90,786,064.02, which
not yet been executed, although this Gov- advised that the Emperor contemplates
ernment has repeatedly demanded that the establishment of a conslitulional
sum includes a balance of $4,981,712.78
exemplary justice be done.
government, and that he has already not provided for during the previous fiscal
The Swies Government hos solicited the ancnmoned a Parliamentary
Congreea for year. The snm of $74,480,201.05 was ap·
good offices of our diplomatic and con· the purpose of effecting the change. plied to this fund, which left a deficit of
ealar ngenls for the protection of its cit- Such a remarkable step toward complete $l6,305,873.47 .
izens in co untries where it ia not itself aaeimilation
The increase of the revenues for 1881
with the \Vestern evstem
represent ed. This request baa within can not fail to bring Japan into closer and over those of the previous year was :j;29,proper limite been granted. Our agents more beneficial relation with ourselves 352,901.10.
II
is estimated
that
in Switzerland have been instructed to as the chief pacific power. A question the receipts during the present fiscal
prote st against the condocl of the aulhor- hBI ri.seb. in relation to the enterprise of year
will reach
$400,000,000, and
that country in conferring judicial func- the expenditures
270,000,000, leavities oI certain communes io permitting
the emigration to this country of crimin• tions upon our Ministers and Consuls, ing
a
enrplus
of
$130,000,000
ala and other objectionabie persons. Sev- and the indictment, trial and conviction applicable to the Sinking fund and the reeral such per•ons, through the co-opera- of the Consular Court et Yokahamn ol demption of the public debt. I approve
.Tohn Ro••• a merchant seaman on board the r ecommendation of the &cretary of
tion of the Commissionere of Emigration
at New York, have been sent back by the an American ve£seJ, have made it neces- the Treasury, that provision be made Ior
steamers which brought them, A con· sary for the Government to carefully ex- the early retirement of silver certificates,
tiouance of thie course may prove a more amine into the nature and methods of and that the act requiring their issue be
effectual remedy than diplomatic re, this jurisdiction.
It appeared that Roes repealed. They were issued in pursuance
monstrance.
was regularly shipped under the flag of of the policy of the Government to mainTreaties of commerce and navigation,
the United St2tea, but was by birth a Brit- tain silver al neor the gold standard,
and for the regulation of Consular pro- ish subject. My predecessor felt it was his and were accordingly made receivable for
grese have been concluded with Roume- duty to maintain the position that during all customs, laxes and public does. About
lia and Servis oince their admiseion into his service as a regularly shipped seaman sixty.six millions of them. ~:re now
the family of European States.
on board an American vesoel, Rosa was out.atanding. They form an unneceseary
Ae ie natural with contiguous States subject to the laws of that oervice, and to addition to the paper currency, a suffihavin g like institutions

advancement and developruent, the friendMT.VERNON
BANNERPRESIDENT'SMESSAGE. ship
of the U oiled States and Mexico hae

SUPPLEMENT.
WONDERFULRIFLE SHOOTING.
some of the
&be Boy

Exploits
of Prluee Otto,
C::111efof tbe Nez Perce,.

CaliforniaAdvertiser.]
Prince Otto, the boy Chief of the
Nez Perce Indians, the protege of qaptain MacDonald, and, without exception,
the most wonderful rifle shot in the
world, gave an exhibition of rifle shooting at Platt's Hall last week that was
far superior to the best work ever done
by Carver or Dr. Ruth.
The audie!1ce
. was select and included several English,
French, Russian and Italian officers,
and every one present was satisfied at
the close of the exhibition that they
had witn888ed the most wonderful feats
ever performed
with a rifle.
.After
going through a manual of arms that
would puzzle the oldest militia Gen~ral
in the Union, Otto commenced shootrng.
.A framework was built upon the stage,
within which were a number of swinging glass balls. Upon the rear plankment was suspended thefignreof a man,
life size. A five-cent piece was placed
upon the top of the head of this figure.
Otto's back being to the object, the
word "about face" was given and the
coin Will!pierced through the center. He
then put down the rifl e six feet from
where he stood, tn:rned . a somersault,
caught his rifle again, fired and cut the
string of the suspended figure at which
he had previously fired .
.A pistol barrel was then placed in a
small steel frame ; behind this was fixed
a razor, with the edge facing the
audience.
On each side of this raz or
was a glass ball securely placed . The
pistol ball, razor and balls were masked
with a covering of white cloth. The
boy was then blindfolded and his back
turned to the object. The "about face"
Will!given, when he fired down thr ough
the pistol barrel, split hi s single rifle
ball upon the razor's edge and broke
both glaos balls on the right and left.
This remarkable feat was performed by
the boy's sense of location.
Then a
loaded pistol was placed diagonally
from where Otto stood . Three balls
were set swinging in contrary directions. Otto fired, hit the trigger of the
pistol and broke the three balls. Eight
metal balls were then screwed on the
ten-foot frame. On the sides below and
above balls were set swinging in every
direction.
MacDonald 9tood in front
of the boy, who then fired over his
head, and at each side of him, and
between his knees, breaking the balls
from any and evary part where they
were suspended behind MacDonald's
back. A target was then put up behind
MacDonald'•
baclr.
The boy went
through the sameperformance,standing
opposite MacDonald, and rung the bell
(which is placed at the extreme rear) at
every shot by caroming on the metal
balls. Six small lighted tapers were
then arranged upon a slender perpendic•
n1ar pole; then, while in the various
postures of vaulting
and tumbling,
Otto extinguished e.ach respective light
with his rifle. Glass balls were thrown
up in the air in every conceivable direction. These Otto broke promiscuously
without any sight at all, for a large
business card was fastened over the
po:nt of bis rifle.
Thia d 'lt'ription of shooting he considers mo,,\ simple, and though wonderful to the spectator scarcelv worthy his
wn prowess. Otto's ave'rage in this
laBBof shooting is 98 out of 100. Otto
laced his weapon at a point distant
ix feet from him; then , at the word
'ready," two glass balls were thrown in
e air. He tumbled, caught bis rifle,
red, and broke both of these balls
ith one shot. Twelve glasa ball s were
placed upon a perpendicular
pole in
xact rotation.
Otto loaded, fired, and
roke everv one of them in twelve
onds. Oito's favorite weapon is the
inchester rifle, one of which, in token
f admiration, was presented to him by
be Winchester Rifle Company.
To
lose the performance Otto, while his
eft arm was securely tied to his side,
oaded, aimed, fired and broke a large
umber of glaM balls with his right

A MAN OF STRENGTH,
ome or tbe Mtu-velous F~a.u1 of Wm.
Hood !a Hts .Bes, Da::,s.

.A disp,itcb from Seymour, Indiana,
ys: ·wm. Hood, colored, was buried
t Crane's gr~veyard, a few miles west
f this city, the other day. Bill Hood

as, a few years since, a man of rearkable strength-a
physical giant.
ood once resided in a cabin near this
ity, and worked as an ox-driver.
He
ould lift bodily one end of a aawlog
hat was sixteen feet in length and two
eet in diameter, and loa~ it upon his
agon. He would handle a dozen orinary men as if they were playthings,
nd your correspondent is informed
hat on one occasiun an infuriated ox
ttempted to gore him, wbenhegrabbed
he animal by the horns and held it
ntil a yoke was put upon its neck. He
as a merciless man, and would some•
imea knock on ox down at one blow
ith his fist.
About thirty years ago he liv ed in
adison, where he got on a spree, raised
racket, and "cleaned out " all the
ngilists in the place, but was himself
riously hurt and left in a quarry for
ead, with great stones piled upon his
y, He rallied, rai!led the rocks, and
eaumed work in a few days. When an
ttempt was subsequently made to ar·
rest him, he assailed the officers, who
oon retreated, glad to get oat of the
uman thrashing machine.
It is said
at on one occasion five men, with
andspikes, were trying to up-end a
ock, when he laughingly approached,
nd, Unal!Sisted, raised the rock until
wagon was backed again st it, when
e •hoved
it
into po•ition
for
auling,
while
the
cr owd
stood
y in amaz ement.
In the days when
here was "no bottom" to the roads
eading from Madison, Hood was one of
veral teamsters engaged to move a
awmill from that place to Jennings
ounty.
He was in tber ea r, and heavi•
y loaded with an iron shalt. Those
ho bad gone before double-teamed
p hill, and took the teams back to
elp pull Hood's load up. They were
!most paralyzed at meeting him half ay up tbe hill walking by bis team
ith the shaft upon his shoulder, which
e carried to the top of the bill and relaced upon the wagon. Arriving at
e deatioation n crowd congregated,
hen Hood's feat was told. A muscuar man present said be could lift as
uch as Hood. He tri ed to lift the
haft, failed, and swore Hood did not
rry it, as stated, and that no living
an could do 80; whereupon, with aparent ease, the dusky man shouldered
e shaft, carried it to the building, and
laced it in position . The other strong
an shook hands, congratulated
the
·ant, and sn bsided.
Citizens of Seymour and Madison
ill vouch for many other miraculous
eats of Bill Hood . But enough has
n related to show bow great will! bis
trength . He was six feet high and
eighed about two hundred
pounds
hen in his prime. For several years
revious to his death he was broken in
eallh, a wreck of his former self, and
n object of charity.
He died in
isery and abject poverty, having enured great privations, at the age of
vent y yea rs.

-- ------

.A Texas journalist recently met Mr.
. W. Crockett, who is a ;;rnndne pbew
f old D~vy Crockett.
Crockett lives
Bandera county, and is noted for his
trength and activity.
In the ordinary
xercises of life it is said that he never
ires. ·Jumping , running, riding, shoot g and .bunting are each his forte, 80
speak,and he excels in them all. He
a
feet four inches high, and weighs
71,pon.nds.
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cient amount of which m•y be readily
supplied by the National banke. In ac·
cordance with the act of February 28,
1878, the Treasury Department
has
monthly cauoed at least two millions in
value oI silver bullion to be coined into
standard silver dollars.
One hundred
and two millions of these dollars have
been already coined, while only about
thirly-four millions are in circulalion.
For the reasona which he specifies, I
concur in the Secretary's recommendation
that the provision for the coinage of a
fixed amount each month be repealed,
and that hereafter only so much be
coined as eh all be neceesory to supply the
demand. The Secretary advises that the
iSBueof gold certificates should not for
the present be reeumed, and suggests that
the National banks may prop<lrly be forbidden by law to retire their currency
except upon reasonable notice of their
intention
so to do. Such Jegislalion
would seem to be justified by the recent
action of certain banks on the occasion
referred to in the Secretary's report.
Of the fifteen millions of fractional cur·
rency still outstanding, only about eighty
thousand has been redeemed the past
year. The suggestion that thig amount
may properly be dropped from future
statements- of the public debt seems worthy of approval. So, also, does the sag·
geetion of the Secretary as to the advisabilily of relieving the calender of the
United States Courts in the Sou.thern
district of New York, by the transfer to
another tribunal o.f the numerous suite
there pending against collector•.
The revenue from customs for the past
fiacal year was $198,159,676.02, an in·
creage of $11,637,611.42 over that of lhe
precedrng year. $138,098,562,39 of this
amount was collected at the port of NewYork, leavmg $50,257,113 63 as the
amount collected at all the other port.a of
the country. Of this eum $47,977,137.63
was collected on sugar, melado and molasaee;
$27,285,624.78 on wool, and
its manufactures
$21,462,534..34;
on
iron
and steel manufactures
there·
of $19,038,665.81; on manufactures of silk
$10,825,11~.10; on manufactures of cot ton $6,469,643 04, making a tolal revenu e
from these sources of $133,058,720.81.
The expenses of colleclion 'ror the past
yea.r were $6,419,345 .20, an increase over
the preceding year of $387,410.04. Nol•
withstanding the increase in the revenue
from customs over the preceding year, the
gross value of the imports, including free
good,, decreased over $25,000,000. Tue
market decrease was in the value o( un•
manufactured wool, $14,023,682, and in
that of scrap and pig iron $[2,810,671.
The
value
of
import.a
of
sugar, on the other
hand,
showed
an increase of $7,457,474; of steel rail•,
$4,345,521; of barley, $2 ,154,204, and of
steel in hara, ingots, etc. 1 $620)046. Con·
trasled with the import.a were as follows:
Domestic merchandise, $9,083,925,947;
foreign merchandise, $18,451,399; total,
$902,377,346. Imports o! merchandise,
$642,664,628; excess of export.a over im porl•
of merchandise, $59,712,718; aggregate
of exports over import.a, $1,545,041,973.
Compared wi1h the previous year, there
was an increase of $66,738,688 in the
valoe o[ exports of merchandise, aod a
decrease of $25,290,118 in the value of
imports. The aonaal average of increase
of import.a o( merchandise over exports
thereof for ten years previous to Jone 30,
1873, was $104,806,922, hut for the last
six years there has been an excess of ex•
ports over imports
of me1cbandiae
amounting to $1,180,668,103, an annual
average of $196,778,017. The specie
value of
export.a of domestic mer•
chandise was $376,616,473 in 1870,
and
$883,925,947
in
1881,
an
increase
of
$307,309,474,
or
13 5 per cent. The value of import.a was
$435,958,408 in 1870, nnd $642,664,628 in
1881, au increase of $20,678,220, or 47
per cent. during each year from 1862 to
1879 inclusive.
The exports of specie
exceeded the imports.
The largest
excess of such exports over import.a was
reached during the year 1864, when it
amounled to $92,280,929, but during the
year ended June 30, 1880, the imports of
coin and bullion exceeded the exports by
$15,891,391, and during the last fiscal
year the excess of imports over exports
was $91,168,650. In the last annual report of the Secretary of the Treasury
the attention of Congress wss called to
the fact that $469,651,050 in 5 per centum
bonds and $203,573,750 in 6 per cenlum
bonds would become redeemable during
the year, and Congrees was asked to au·
thorize the refunding of the bonds al a
lower rate of interest. The bill for such
refunding having failed to become a 1aw1
the Secretary of the Treasury, in April
1.. 1, notified the holders of $195,690,400
6 per centum bonds then outstanding that
the bonds would be paid on the £rot day
of July lollowinJ!, or that they might be
"continued" at the pleasure o[ the Government, to be continued al lhe rate of 3½
per cent. per annum. Under those no·
tices $178,055,150 of the 6 per cent. bonds
were continued
at
the lower rate,
and $17,635,250 were redeemed. In the
month of May, a like notice was given
respecting the redemption or continuance
of $439,845,350 of five p<lr cent. bonds then
outstanding, and of these $401,504,900
were continued al three and one-hall p<lr
centum per annum and $38,336,450 redeemed, The six per centum bond• of
the Joan of February 8, 1861, and of the
Oregon war debt, amounting together to
$14,125.800, having matured during the
year, the Secretary of the Treasury gave
notice of hie intention to redeem the aame,
and such as have been presented have been
paid from the surplus revenue. There
have
also been
redeemed
at par
$46,179,100 of the three and one•
ha.If per centum "continued"
bonds,
making a total of bonds redeemed, or
which have ceased to bear interest duriog the year, of $123,989,650. The re•
port of the annual interest on the public
debt through these transactions is as lollowe: By reduction of 1ntereet to . three
and one-half per cent,, $1,042,395,227; by
redemption of bonds, $635,234,000; total,
$1,682,629,225. The three and one -half
per cent. bonds being payable at the pleas•
ure of the Government. are available for
the investment
of the surplus revenue without the payment of premium.
UnleSB these bonds can be fonded at a
much lower rate of interest than they now
bear, I agree with the Secretary of the
Trelll:!ury that no legiel ation respecting
them is desirable. It is a matter of con•
gratulation that the business of the country has been so prosperous during the past
year ao to yield by taxalion a large surplus of income to the Government. If
the revenue laws remain unchanged this
surplus must year by year increase, on
nccount of the reduction of the public
debt and it.a burden of interest, and because of the rapid increase of our popula•
tion.
In 1860, just
prior
to
the
instituting
of
our
internal
revenue
eyetem,
our
population
but ,lightly exceeded thirty million. By
the ceneue of 1880 it is now found to exceed fifty million . Il ie estimated that
even if the annual receipte and expendi•
tnree ehould continue as at present, the
entire debt could be paid in ten years.
In view, however, of the heavy load of
taxation which our p<)Oplehave already
borne, we may well consider whether or
not it is not the part of wisdom to reduce
the revenues, even if we delay a little the
payment of the debt. It seems to me
that the time has arrive<! when the people may justly demand some relief
from their present oneroqs
burden,
and
that
by due
ec9nomy
in
the varioue branches of the public •ervice,
this may readily be afforded, I therefore
concur with the Secretary in recommending \he abolition of all internal revenue
taxea except those upon tobacco in its
various forms, and upon distilled spirits
and fermented liquors; and except, also,
the Bp<lcial tax upon the manufacturers
of and dealers in such articles. The re
tention of the latter tax is desirable, as
affording the officers of the Government
a proper supervision of these articles for
the prevention of fraud. l agree with
the Secretary of the Treasury that the
law imposing a stamp tax npon matches,
proprietary article~, playiogcards 1checks
and drafts, may, with propriety, be re•
pealed, and the law aloo hr which

tao
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DANKS AND BANKERS

are assessed upon their capital and deposits. There seeme to be a general sentiment in favor of this course. In the
present condition of our revenues the tax
upon depo sits is especially unjust. It was
not imposed
in this country
until
it
wa.s demanded
by
the
necessities
of war and was never
exacted, I beUeve, m any other country
even in ite: greatest exigencies.
J3ankers
are re<j_niredto secure their circulation by

The receipts from the money order busi- and promisi.Jlg succe~. It has bee':' easier should 11rovide or support a system !or
ness were $295,581.39, making a total of to resort to convenient makeehills for th e education of our p eop le, no meesurei:;
$.16,785,397.97, The expenditure for the tiding over the temporary ditliculties and c.alculated to promote tl.htt•general intcl•
fiscal year was $69,251,736.46. The def- to grapple with the great permanent hgence aud nrtue up on which the pericit supplied out of the general treasury problem, and accordingly
the easier petuity of o ur ins titutions so greatly de·
was 2,481,129.35, or 63 per cent. of the course ha, been almost inevitably pur- pends, ha\'e ever been regarded with 111by Congress or the Executive.
amount. The receipts were $3,469,918.63 sued. It was natural at. a time when the differeucc
A lurge portion of the public domain has
in excess of those of the previous year, national territory seemed almost illimit• been from time to tiw e devoted to the
and $4,575,397.97 in excess of the estimate able. and contained many millions of promotion of eduea tioa. There is non• a
made two years ago before the preeent pe· acres far south of the bounds oI civilized special re:ison why, hr setting apart the
riod of business prosperity had fairly be- selllements, that a policy should have pro ceeds of its sales ol publi c Janus or by
gun. The whole number of letters mail- been initiated which more than aught some other course, the Government should
ed in this country in the last fiacal year else has been the fruitful source of our aid the work of educatio n. Many who
exceeded one thousand tnillions. The reg- Indian complications.
I refer, ol couroe, now exercise th e right or suff rage are un•
istry system is reported to be iu excellent to the policy of dealing with the variouo able 1.0 read th e ballot wlall'h they cast.
who ha J. just emerged
condition, having been remodeled during Indian tribes as separate nationalitiee, of Upon many
..a
con<litiou
of
slavery
the past four years with good resu lts. regulating them by treaty stipulations lo from
were
suJUenly
de'fol f t'd
tl1e re•
The amount of registration -fees collected the occupancy o( immene:e reserv11.tiona spon.sib ilities
Of citizenship
in that
during the last fiscal year was $712,882 20, in the West and of encouraging them to portion of tbe country most impoverished
an increase over the fiscal year ending live a life undi•lnrbed by any earnest and by wur. I htn •e been pleased to leu.rn from
June 30, 1877, of $345,443.40. The en~ well directed effort• to bring them under th e report of lbe Commissioner of Educa•
tire number of letters and packegee the influences of civilization.
'l'be un- tiqn that tlaere bu been lately n commend·
registered
during
the
year satisfactory results which have sprung able increase of interest nnd effort for
was
833,891,
of
which
only from this policy 1,re becoming apparent to their instructio", but all that can Ue done
2,061 were destroyed or lost iu lraoeit. all as the white settlemeolo have crowded by local legislation and private generosity
The operations of the money order system the borders of the reservations. The should be SU}Jplewented by such• aid aa
are multiplying every year under tbe im• Indians, sometimes contentedly aod eome• can be constitutionally •lforded by the Na•
tiona.l Government. I wonld suggest that
pulse of immii:ratioo, of rapid develop• times again st their wiU, have beeu trans- if nny fund be dedica.t~d to tllis purpose it
ment of the newer States and Territories,
ferred to other huntiog grounds, from may be wisely distributed in the tliffe~ent
and the consequent demand for additional
which they have ogain been dislodged St.ates according to the ratio ol illiteracy,
means of inter•communication
and ex- whenever their new found homes have ns by this means those locations which are
change, During the past year 338 addi- been destroyed by ad venturers and set- most in need of such assistance will reap
tional money order offices have been es • tlers. These removal• and the frontier its especial benefit.
tablished, making a Iola! of 5,499 in op- collisions, by which they have often been
AGRJ CU LTUBE.
eration at the date of this report. During preceded, have led to frE'quent aod disThe report of the Comruissiouer o(
It Agriculture exhibits notes of the e.xperi•
the year the domestic money orders aggre• astrous contesla between the parties.
gated in value $10,507,576,935. A. is profillees to discuss here which of them meat.a in which that D1:p11rtment has been
modification
of
the
system
is has been chiefly responsible for the die· ~ngaged during the past year, and make,
suggested reducing the fees for money or- turbancee, wboee recital occupies so Jarge 1mvortant suggestions in reference lo the
dero not exceeding five dollaro from ten a space upon th e pages of our history. egricultural demands o[ the country. The
cents to five cents, and making the ma:i:- We have to deal with 1he appalling steady increase o( our population o.ut.ltl1e
addition to the number o(
imum limit $100 instead of $50. Legis- fact that though thousands of livea conseqnenl
tho se engaging io th e pursuit of hushave been sacrificed and hundr, ds of bandry
lation for the disposition of unclaimed
are showing to this Departu,ent a
money orderd in possession of the Poet• millions of dollars expended in the al • growing dignity and imporhuce.
The
office Department
is recommended
io tempt to solve the Indian problem, it had, Comm issio ner's sugg e1:ition touching ibi
view of the fact that their total value until within the p:1st few years, s£emed capa city for greater usefulness deserves
now exceeds one millioo dollar8. TLe scarcely ne arer a solution than it was attention, as it more ond more commends
attention o( Congrees is again invit ed to half a century ago. Bot the Government itself to th e iut ert>St which 1l was created
the subj ect of establishing a eyetem of h11•of late been cautiously but eteadily to promote.
THE MILITARY.
PENSIONS.
depositories in connectioo with feeling its way to the adoption ol & policy
The accompanying report of the Secre- savinga
Postoflic~ Department.
The statis- which has already produced gratifying
It n pp ean from the re1>ort of the Com•
tory of War wiil make known the opera- the
tics of mail transportation show that dur• results, aod
which, in
my
judg- missioner of Pensions that aiace f860
tions of that Department for the past iog the past year rai]road
routes ment1 is likely,
if Congreu
and 89,068 orjginal pensions have b ee n filed;
year. He suggest.a measuree for promoting
have been jncreased
in length 62,·
Executive accord io it..e support, to 46,094 of th el!lehave bet>n alJowed and in•
the efficiency of the army without adding 649 mile•, and in coat $11,114,382; the
relieve us ere long from lbe difficu lties scribed on the p en~ion roll; 72,539 have
lo the number of Hs officers, and recomrejected and nbandoued, being thir•
while
steamboat
routee. hav e been which have hitherto beset ue. For the been
mends the legislation necesaary to in- decreased in length 2,182 miles and in succes:s of the efforts now making to intro- teen plus per cent. of the whole
number o( claims settltd. 'l'Lere are now
crease the number o( enlisted meo to cost $434,054. The so called Star routes duce among
the
Indians
the cus· peod.ing Co~ settlement 265,575 originnl
thirty thousand-to
the maximum al- have beeu decreased in length 3,949 miles toms and I ursuits of civilized
life, peuliJon chums, 227,040 ofwbich were !ile<l.
lowed by law. This he deems necessary and in co,t $364,144. Nearly all of the and gradually
lo absorb them into
to July 11 1880. These, when Hllowed,
to mainta.in quietness on our ever shirt- more expen!'live routes have been super• the maas of our ~iLizens, sharing their prior
will mvolve the payment of arrears from
ing frontiers, to preserve peace and sup- seded by raihoad service.
The coat of rights and holden lo lheir responsibili- tbe date of discharge in <'Me of an invalid,
press disorder and marauding in the new the Star service must therefore rapidlv
tied, there il! iroperalive need for Jegiele.• and from date of death or termination of a
settlements; to protect eett!ers and their decrease in the Western States and Tei- tive actiou. My euggestione in th11.Lre- prior right in all other casee. Prom all
property against the Indians, and the ritories.
gard will be cbi,fly such •• hus been Lhe d :ita obtainable it is estimated thnt fi.t•
Indians against the encroachments
of
The Peatma.ster General however call111 already called to the attention or Con- teen per <.-ent. of the number o( clairus
intruders and to enable immigrnnts
to attention to the constantly
rncreasing gress, and have received, to aome extent, oow· pending will be rejected or uoanesta.blieh homes in the most remote parts cost of the railway mail service as a its conElideration. First, I recommend the doned. '£his would shO\f tbe probable re•
of our country. The army is now neeee· serious difficulty in the way of making pRMegt? o( an act making the laws of th e jeclion of 34,0W cases, and the probable
admission o( about 193,000 claims, all of
eari1y Pcattered over such a va.Bt extent of the D~partroeot eelf.sustaioiog.
Our various States and Territorie .~ apvlicable
which involve the payment of urrenrs of
territory that whenever outbreak occurs postal intercourse with foreign countries
to the Indian reservations within their pen sion. \\Tith the present force employed,
reinforcements
must he hurried from has kepl
pace with the growth of borders, and extending the laws of the the number of adjudications rewuiuiug
many quarters over great distances, ~ncl the
domestic
service.
Within
the Slate o( Arkansas to the portion of the the same, and no ne" • business ioterveualways at a heavy cost fol' transporlallon
past year several countries and colonies Indian Territory not occupied by the five ing,this number o[ clnirus, 13,000, cou.ld be
oI men, horaes, wagons end suppl iea. I have declared their adhesion to the postal civilized tribee. The Indian should re• acted upon in a. period of siE1Jenrs , and
concur in the recommendations
of the union . It now includes all tho ,e which ceive the protection of the law; he should tnkiog J anuary 11 1881, as a 'near period
Secretary for increasing the army to the have an organized postal aerv1ce except. be allo.,-ed to maintain in court his rights from which to estimate io each case uo av•
strength of 30,000 enlisted men. It •p· &livia, Costa Rica., New Z?aland aad of perdOn end property. He has repeat- erJge amount of arrears it is found that
every case allow ed would require for the
pear• by the Secretary'• report that the British colonies in Australia.
As edly begged for lhis privilege. Its exerin the absence of disturbances on the has been already stated, great reductioos cise woulrl be very valuable to him in his first payment upon ii the •um of $t3,500.
.Muliiplyiug this amount by tbe whole
frontier
the troops
have
been ac• have recently been made in the expenee progreee toward civilization.
nurubtr of probable admissions, gives
tively employed in collecting Iodians of the Star Route service. The inve3ti•
The second, of even greater icopo•t • $250,000,000 as tbe sum required for first
bilberto
hostile and locating
them gs.Lions of the Department of J ustLCe and ance, is a meaenre which has been fre• pa.ymenls. This represents the sum wbh.-h
on their proper reeervatione; that Sitting 1he Postoflice D,partmeut have reoulted quently recommended by my pred tCt'ssors must be paid upon claime which were tiled
Boll and his adherents are now prisoners io the presentation of iadictmente against io office, and in furtherance of which sev• before July I, 1880, aud are now pending
at Fort Randall ; that the Utes have been per,ons formerly connected with that eral bills have been from lime to time in- and entitled to the beu efi.ts of the Arrears
moved to their new reservation in Utah; service, accm1ing them o( offenses against troduced iu both house• of Congrees- the act. From this amouut ($250,000,000} ruay
that during the recent outbreak of the the Uoi1ed States. I have enjoined upon eaa.ctmeotof a general law permitting the be deducted from ten to fifteen millions for
A1>aches1 it was necessary to reinforce the officials who are charged wilh the allotment io severalty to such Indiana at cases where the clnimaut dying, there is
the garrisons in Arizona by troops with- conducl of the cases on the part of the least as may desire it, of a rea Eonab]e no person who, under the Jaw, would be
entitled to 6ucceed to the r,eusioo, leaving
drawn from New Mexico, and that some Government and upon the eminent coun quantity ol land, secured to them by $235,000,000
as the 1irobab e amouot to be
Apaches are now held prieonors for trial, sel who, before my accession to the Preei .. patent and for their owo protection, made paid. ln these estimates no account ha■
while some have escaped, and the major- dency, were called to their assb .tance, the ina.lienable from twenty or tweoty·five been taken of 38,500 cases ti.led siuce Juue
ity of the tribe are now on their reserve.· duty of prosecuting with the utmost vigor year@, is demanded for their present wel- 30, 18S0, aod no,v pending, which must
tion . There is need ol legislation to pre- of the law all per.one who may be found fare and thtdr permauent advaDcement. receive otteotion as curreut busintss, but
vent intrusion upon the lands set apart chargeable with frauds upon the postal Io return for such considerate action on which do not involve the payment of any
for the Indians. A large military force service.
the part o( lhe Government, there is re&• arrean beyond the da.te of llJing the claim.
Of this number, it is estimated that 86 µc.at a great expense is now required to pa·
son to believe lhal the Indians in large cenl.
DEPA.RTMl:NT OF J1JSTTCE .
will be allowed. As has lJeen staled,
trol the boundary line between Kansas
numbers
would
be
p<lreuaded
to
sever
The Aqling Attorney General calls al·
with the pres ent force or the Pension Buand the Indian Territory. The only puntheir
tribal
relations
and
to
eng•ge
reau,
675 clerks, it is cstim11tcd that it will
ishment that can al preoent be inflicted is tention to the necessity of modifying the at once in agricuhural pursuits, and that take six
years to dispose o( the claims now
the forcible removal of inlrnders and the present eystem of the Court.a of the United it is DOWfor their best interests to con• pending.
It. is tit.a.ledhy the Commissioner
imposition of a pecuniary fine, which, in State@, a necessity due to the large in form th eir manner o{ life to the new order o( Pensions that l,y un addition o( iuo
moat cases, 1t is impoeaible to colltct. crease of busineBB, especially in the Su- of thing s. By no greater inducement claims, increasing the adjudi<":tting force
There should be a penally by imprison· preme Court. Litigation in our J:t'ederal than the assurance of a permanent tiUe rather than the merhnnicnl, <louble the
tribunals became greatly expanded after
ment in each cases.
to the Boil can they be led lo engage in amount o( work C'Ouldbe accomplished,
The separate orgsnization of the Sig- the close of the late war. So long RS that the occapatiou of tilling it, The well so that these cases could lJe ncted upon
expansion
might
be
attributable
to
the
Aside from the conn al service is used by the Secretary of
attested reports of their ioc1ea.eiog ioter- within three years.
War 1 and a full st.atement of the advant~ abnormal condition in which the comma• eet in husbfndry, justify the hope and be- sideration~ of justice, which mnybe urged
oily
found
itself
immediately
after
the
lor
a,
spee
dy
settlement
or the claims nov1
ages of suCh permanent orgauization is
lief that the enactmeut of euch a statute
the fi1es of the Pension oft.ice, it is no
presented in the report of the Chief Signal returnof pt:ace, prudence required that no •• I recommended would be at once at- on
less important on the score of ccoooruy;
Officer. A. detailed statement of the use- change bemaae iu our judicial tribunals.
tended with gratifying result,. A. r<sort inasmuch as fully ooc•third of th clerical
ful work performed by the Signal Corps But it has now become apparent that an to the allotment system would have a di - fore~ ?f the offi~e is no\v wholly occupied
and the Weather Bureau is also given io immense increaae of litigation hae di• rect and powf>rful influence iD dLSeolving 1u giving attention to correspondenC'c with
that report. I Mk altenlion lo the •lale- rectly resulted from the wonderful growlh the tribal bond which is a prominent th e th ousands or c!aiman•ts "hose cnsea
ments of the Secretary of War regarding and development of 1ho country. There feature of savage life, and which tend BO hove been on the files for the past
years.
'Ihe
fact that
n.
the requisitions frequently made by the is no ground for belief that lhe busi- strongly to perp<)tuate it. Then I ndvioe eighteen
sum s.o enormous
may be expended
Indian Bureau upon the eu bsistence de• ness of lhe United Slates courts will ever a liberal 3ppropria.lion
for
the
suppartment of the army for the casual sup• be Jess ic;volume than at present. In<leed, port of Iodian echools, because o! by the Go, •ernment to meet d1.1mauds
port of bands and tribes of Indians when lhat it is likely to be much grealer, i• my confident belief that such a course ia for a.rrears of pensions is nu admonition to
their provisions are exhausted.
The War generally recogniz ed by the bench and consistent with the Wi8eet economy, even Congress and the Execulive to give cau ...
~ious consideration to aoy similar project.
Department should not be left, by reason bar. In view of \be fact that Congress among moat un cultured lodiao tribes . 111
the futur e. The great. tcm:et3ti011 to
of their provision for the Indian Bureau, has already given much consideration to There is reported to be a general and th e })r('Sentation of fictitious chnws nOOrd•
to contribute for the maintenance of In• this subject, I make no suggestion as to urgent desire on the pa.rt of the chieis ed by !he fact that the average sum ob•
detail, bul express the hope that yJur
dians.
and older members for the education of tnined upon ea.e h application ia $1 300,
The report of the Chief of Eogineere labors may result in such legislation as their children. It is unfortunate, in view lead to sugge•l the propriety of makiug
give early relief to our overburdened
furnishes a detailed account of the will
of Ibis fact, that during the past year the some special e pproprrn lion for the preven•
courta,
operations for the improvement of rivers
means which have been at the command tion of fraud.
The
acting
A.ttorney
General
also
call•
and harbors.
I commend to your atumINTERNAL lMlJROYRMENTS.
of the Interior Department for the purattention
lo
the
disturbance
of
the
public
tion the soggestione conta.ined in this repose of Indian instruction have proved to
nJ vise 3ppropriutions for such intertranquillity
do
ring
the
past
year
in
the
port in regard to the condition of our
be ulterly inadcquale. The success of the nal impr1v ewents as the wisdom o(
fortifications, especially our coast de· Territory of Arizona. A band of armed schools which are in Op<lration at Hamp- Congr e~s mny deem to be of public impordesp
eradoes
known
as
"cow-boys,"
probafeneee, and recomme nd an increase of
ton,;Oa.rliele and Forest Grove, ehon Id tance. Tbc necess ity o{ improving the
the strength, of the engineer battalion by bly numbering !row fifty to one hundred not only encourage a more generous pro· navigation of the .M.iHissippi river justifies
men,
have
been
engaged
for
months
in
which the efficiency ol our torpedo sysvision for the sn pportof these mstitutions 1 a special allusion to that subject. I sug,
tem would be improved. I also cnll your committing acts of lawlessness and bru- but should prompt the establishment ol gest the adoption or some measure for lh&
remoYal oCobstruction s which now imped&
attention
to
the
remarks
upon tality which the local authorities have others of a similar character.
They are navigation of that grenL cbnnnel of com ..
the
improvement
of
the
soulh been unable to represa. The depredations doubtlees much more potent for good mer ce.
paas
of
the
Mississippi
river, of these "cow•boye" have also been ex- than the day echools upon the reserva'.l'IIE PUBLIC SF.RYICE,
the
proposed
free
bridge
over tended into Mexico, which the marauders
tion, aa the pupils are altogether eepara.tJu my letter aec::eptiog the nomination
reach
from
the
Arizon1
frontier.
the Potomac
river
at Georgetown,
ed from the surroundings bl •avage life £or the Vice Presicl eoey, I sLat<'d tlrnt in
the importance of completing al an early With every disposition to meet the and brought inlo CoDstant contact with my judgment no man sl1ould be the ioeum•
e.xigencies
of
the
case,
I
am
emba.rday the north wing of the Deparman\
civilization.
bent of au office the duties of which he is
building, and other recommendations of ra,eed by a lack of authority to deal
There are many other ph,ses of this for any cause unfit to perform, who is lackthe Secretary of War, which appear in bis wilh them eff,ctually. 11:be puniohmen\ subject which are of great intereet, but ing in the ability, fidelity or integrity
report. The actual expenditures of the of crimes committed within Arizona. which caooot be included within the be· which a proper ndmiui tration ol such Of•
ficedemands. This sentiment would doubij
Department for the fiscal year ending should be left to the Territorial authori- comiog limits of this communjca.tioo.
meet with general ac.quieEceoce, but.
Juns 30, 1881, were $42,122,201.39. The ties, but H ie worthy of consideration
They are discussed ably in the report.a of lets
whether
the
acts
which
necessarily
tend
opioioo hu been wjdely divided upon tho
appropri!ltion for the year 1882, was
the S,cretary of the Interior and Com- wisdom and practi c11bility of the vurioua
to
embrace
the
United
States
with
neigh$844,889.875 52, The estimates for 1883
reformatory schemes which ba.ve been sugboring Governmenls should not be de· missioner o( lodian Affairs.
are $44,541,276.91.
gested, nnd o( eertnin proposed
reiPOLYOAMY.
clared crimes sgainet the United States.
THE NAVY.
oppointmeots
\o
For mauy years the Executive, in his ul at ions governing
Some of the incursions alluded lo may,
'l'bc eflieiency o[ each
annual meesal{e to Congre,s, hoe urged public office.
The report of the Secretary of the perhaps, be within tbe ecope of the lawregulo.Uons
has
been
distrusted
Navy exhibits the condition of that branch Revioed Statute,, section 528(i, forbidding the necessity of elringent legislation for
the suppre .. ion of polygamy io the Terri- m1.inly because they ho.ve seemed to exalt
of the service, and presents valuable aug ''military
expedilion111 or enterprises"
mere educational nod abstract tests u.bove
gestiona for its improvement, culture, etc. against friendly Stales.
But in view of tories and e11pecially in the Territory of ,zeueral business cnpacity,und cveo special
Attention is also called to the appended the speedy ••sembling of your body, Utah. The existing statute for the pun- fitness for the puticular
work in hand ..
report of the Advisory Board whicb I have
preferred
to await
such iehment of this odious custom, 80 revolt- It ••ems to me that the result th•t •hould
he convened to devise suitable meas- legislation
as
in
your
wis• ing to the moral aod religious sense of be applied to the management o( the pubures for increasing
the · efficiency dom
the occasion
may
seem to Christendom, has beeo persistently and · lic service may properly confinu 1 Jn th
of the navy, and particularly to report as demand. It may perhaps be thought contemptuously violated ever sioce its en• mn.in, n.1 regulate the conJ.iUon of sue-.
to the character and number of vessels proper to provide that the setting on loot actment. Indeed, in spite o( the com• cessfal pri~ate business. Original appoint ..
necessary to place it upon a footipg com- within our territory of brigandage and mendable efforts oa the ~rt of the author- went.s should be based upon a certain fitThe tenure of office ,hould be stable.
mensurate with the necessities Of the armed marau<liog expeditions
against ities who rtpreseot the United States in ne,a.
A position o( responsibility should, so far
Government, I cannot too strongly ur~e friendly nations and their citizens shall th1t Territory, the Jaw has in very rate as praolicableL.be filled'by the :pro,notiou ot
upon you my conviction that every con be punishable as 11.noffense against the inBtances been enforced e.nd for a cause worthy and ett1eient officers. The iuvesti,
sidera.tion of national eaiety, economy Uuiled Stateo. I will add that in the t.o which reference will preeently be made, galion o! all complaints and the punish
is practically a dead letter. The fact tbot ment of official misconduct, tihou.Jd b&
and honor imperatively demand a thor- event of a request from the Territorial
ough rehabilitation of our navy. With Government for protection by the United adherenls of the Mormon Church, whicb prompt and thorougli. The vi ews e:xpressed
a full appreciation of the fact, the com- States against domestic violence, this rests upon polygamy as it.a corn er-alone, m the foregoing Jetter nre those which
pliance with suggeslions of the head of that Government. won ld be powerless to ren• have recently been peopling in large num- will govern my administration o( the ErDepartment of the Advisory Board muot dcr assiatance. The act of 1795, chapter bera Idaho, Arizona and olher of ou r ecutive office. They are doubtless shared
involve, a large expenditure of the pub• thirty-six, passed at a tiwe when Ter- Western Territories, is well calculate.d to by all intelligent and patriotio citizens,
lie moneys.
I earnestly recommend ritorial Governments received little at- excite the liveliest inlerest sud apprehen- however divergent in their opiuioua n.ato
best m,thods of putting them iuto
such appropriations as will accomplish tention from Congre.es, enforced this •ion. It imposes upon Congreeo and the tlie
practical operation.
For exau,plt', the a.s•
the end which seems lo be eo desirable. duty of the Umted Stales only as Executive the duty o( exerciaing eguo st sertion th at original nppointmenls sbouJd
this
barbarous
system
all
the
powerwbich,
Nothing can be more inconsistent with · to State Governments, but the act of 1807,
be based upon fitness 1s not open lo distrue public economy than withholding chapter thirty -nine, applied also to Ter· under the Constitution and law, they can pute , but the question, 110w in pretlico
Reference has such fitneH can be most eft'ectua.1fva certhe means necesaary to accomplish the ritories . Thia law seems to have re· wield for its destruclion.
objects intrneted by the Constitution mained in force until the revision of the been already made to the obotaclee which tained has !or years excited .ln1erest and
The measure, which with
to the Nations.I Legislature. One of these statutes, when the provision for the Ter- lh e nited States officers have encounter- discussion.
objects, and one which is of paramount
ritories was dropped. I am not advised ed i11 their efforts to puniah violations of sligl1t variations in H.a detuils, hes Jalely
among the obstacles ie been urged upon the n.tleution of Con•
importance, ie declared by our funda· whether this alteration WB.B intentional or law. Promiuent
mental law to be the provision for the accidental, but as it 11eemsto me that the the difficulty of procuring legal evidence gress and the Executive hns 11sila princi~
sufficient to warrant a conviction even in pal reature the scheme of C'Ompetilive c.z:4
"common defense."
Surely nothing is Territories should be given the protection
aminalions, save for oertain
excep•
more essential to the defense of the which is accorded to the Slales by the the case of the most notorious offt!nders. tions
w1lich need
not
here
be
United
States and
of our people Constitution, I suggest legislation to that Your attention is called to the recent specifi ed.
This
plnu
,,onld
grnnt
opinion of the Supreme Court of the l'oit- ndmi~sio n to th e serv ice only of its lowest
than the · efficiencies of our navy. end.
We have for many years maintained with
It seems to me that whatever views may ed States explaining its judgment of the grade , and would nccord in~Jy demand that
foreign Government.a the relations of hon- prevail a, to the policy of recent Iegiala· reveroal of the case of Miles, who bad Rll vacancies in high posit1c.us shoulJ. be
orable peace, and that such relation• are tion by which the army has ceased lO be a been convicled of bigamy in tab. The tilled by promotion nlone. In these par,
to be permanent is desired by every part of the poase comitatua, an exception Court refer• to the bet that the secrecy tieulars it is in conforwity with tbe exist ,
patriotic citizen of the Republic; but by might well be made for permitting the attending the celebration of marriage• in ing civil servi ce aystem of Great .Britain,
indeed th e eucce,e which baa atlende<l
the teaching, of history we shall not for- military
to assist the
civil
Terri• that Terrilory makes that part of polyg- nnd
th at i.ystcm in the co untry of ib birib, ia
get that in the life o( every nation emer· torial
authorities
in
enforcing the amy very di.tficull, aod the propri ety ie tl1e strou11est argumeot which bas been
gencies may arise when a resort to arms laws of the United States. This use of suggeeted ol modifying that law of evi- urged for its adoption here. Itshould not,
can only save it from dishonor.
No the army would not seem lo be within dence which now makes a wife incompe• however , be overlo oke d that certain (ea•
dang er from abroad now threatens thie the alleged evil against which that legis- tent to teslily againsl her hu , band . Tnie tures of the En glis h system \I bich havo
I J ecom wend, not been generally receiv ed Wit\\ favor
people, nor have we any cause to distrust lation was aimed. From sparseness of suggestion is approved.
the friendly profes,ious of olher Govern- population and other circumstances it is alsothepa.esing of an actprovidiog that in io thi country, even awon~ lhe fore-.
ments, but for avoiding, BP well as fore- often quite impn .cticable to summon a the Territories of the United States the most ad,·ocate s o( the civil sen ice ri!form~
Amon g them are, first, a. tenure of office
telling dangers that may threaten us in civil poese in places where officers of fact that a woman who hae been married
the future, we must be prepared to en· justice require assistance, and where a to a person charged with bigamy shall not which is substeutinUy a life tenure; .!ec..
disqualify her as & witnese upon his trial ond, n limitation o( the maximum d which
force any___E_o1icy
which we think wise to military force is within easy reaoh.
for t.Uat offense. I further rec ommend atJ. applicant can enter the same, whereby
adopt.
We must be ready to defend
INTERIOR DEP A.RTMENT.
legislation by which any person solemn - men in middle Ji!e or o)Jer a,e, with some
our
harbors
againet aggreBQion, to
exce pti ons, rigidly cxc!udcJ; third, n re-The reporl of the Secretary of the In- izing a marriage in aoy of the Territories
protect by the distribution
of our
allownuce upon ,o.ing out of office.
documents, shall be required, under stringent penal- tiring
ships of wa.r over the highways of CJm• terior1 with accompanying
'l'hese three elements nre as important
merce, the interest.a of our foreign trade, presents an elaborate account of the bnsi- tiee:Ior neglect or refusal, to file a ce rt ifi . feutures o( the probl em ns nuy of the otb•
A summary of cate of such marriage in th e Supreme era. To eliminute them from the English
and persons and property of our citizsns nees of that Department.
U nle,s Congrees system would effect R most radical chan110
abroad, to maintain
everywhere
t.he it would be too extended for thi s place. Courtol the Territory.
I ask your careful attention to the report may devise other practicable
meilsuree in
its theory nod practice.
Th
honor of our flag and the distingui!hed
purpo,c
of
lhat
sy tem
among the matter obviating the difficulties which have avowed
position which we may rightfully claim itself. Prominent
the educated
young
which will challenges the attention of hitherto attended the effort to euppres• s lo induce
among the nations of the world.
Congree3 at its present session, is the this iniquity, I assure you of my deter- men o{ the country to devote their livea
to
public
employment
by
nn
as,mrance
· POSTAL DEPARTMENT.
management o( our Indian affairs. While mined purpose to co.operate with any
at !1u?ing once enterccl upon it they
The report o[ the Postmasler General this quealion has been a source of trouble Iawlul and diecree\ me .. ure which mey th
uced oe'\"er leave it, 11.nd that after volun ...
exhibit. the growth and efficiency of the and em barra,ament lrom the infancy of he propooed to that end.
tary retirement they shall be recipients of
pootal service. The receipts from post- the Government, ii is but recently that
PROMOTION OF EDUCATION.
on nnuual pension. That this system asage and other ordinary eources during any effort has been made for its solution,
Although our system of goYernment an entirety hru1 proved very eucceuful in
the past fiecal !year were $36,¾89,816.68, at once serious, determined, consistent does not contemplate that the Nation Great Britain seem■ to be generally 0011,
pledging with the Treasurer of the United
States bonds of the General Government.
The interest upon these bonds, which at the
time when the tax was imposed, was six
per cent. is now in most instances three•
and •a-half per cent.
Besides the entire
circulation was originally limited by law,
and no increase was allowable when the
existing b.inke had practically a monopoly of the business. There wns force in
the euggestion that for the franchise to the
favored grantees the Government might
very properly exact a tax on the circula•
tion, but for yea.rs the system has been
free and the amount of circulatfon regulated by the public demands,
The re•
tention of the tax has been suggested ILB
a means of reimburaiog
the Government for the expense of printing and fur·
nisbing the circulating
notes if the
tax should be repealed. It would certainly seem proper to require the National Banks to pay the amount of such
expense to the Comptroller of the Currency. It is perhaps doubtful whether
the immediate reduction of the rate of
taxation upqn liquors and tobacco is advisable, especially in view of the drain
upon the Treasury which must al tend the
payment of arrears of pensions.
A comps.rison, however, of the amount
of taxes cqllected under the bearing of
the rules oI taxation which have a.t different times prevailed, suggests the intimiltion that some reduction may soon be
made without material diminution of the
revenue. The tariff laws also need revision, but that regard may ha paid to the
con:8icting interests of our citizens, im·
portant changes should be made wilh
caution. If a careful revision cannot be
made at this session, a commission, such
a, wao lately approved by the Senate,
and ia now
recommended
by the
Secretary
of the Treasury,
would
doubtleBB lighten the labors of Congre,s
whenever this subject ehall be brought to
its COl?sideration.
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"getting the drop" on some ruffian.
The ferryman, terrified at the scene
before him, had remained quiet, but
now, at a sign from Ernest, pushed the
boat from the bank.
Ernest, keeping the prostrate man
wvered with !Js pistol, spoke to the one
left behind:
"I shall take your companion with us
as a hostage for your good conduct. If
you shoot after us, he suffers. Remember I"
We crossed the river without accident, the baflled ruffian on the bank
making the air resound with curses.
When we reached the Texas side, Ernest
turned to me:
"Frank, drive my wagon up the bank
to where youra is, while I see this
fellow back across the river. Beecher,
take your skiff and row him over; he
will hardly hurt you. If he tries, I
will put a bullet through him."
After seeing his captive in the skiff,
first discharging all his weapons, he
spoke to the now cowed man:
"When you get t? the other side,
stand on the banlr until the boat return!.
If you attempt to go into the bushes or
try any other treachery I will shoot
you."
The ferryman put him across the
river and returned, and Ernest came up
the bank to where the wagons were.
Meanwhile I had driven up the hill and
relieved the occupants of the wagon
from their uncomfortable covering.
They were nearly smothered, but had
made no movement until all was safe.
The young man jumped to the ground,
and, with a single grasp of the hand,
and the earnest words, "I thank you
both," assisted his companion out.
Ernest now came up, and to him the
stranger turned :
" I owe you my life, and if ever I can
in some measure pay so great a debt,
trust me, I shall not be wanting."
"I am glad to have been of service to
you," @aid Ernest simply. "I think
you are safe for the night. There is no
other ferry within twenty miles, and
they will not cros• anyone after night.
Red river is too high to swim over. If
you remain with us to-night, we can
make the lady a bed in the wagon, and
the rest of us must take the ground .
You can tell us, then, howjyou managed
to get into this scrape."
After some further discussion, it was
arranged, and we went into camp.
Supper over and the horses staked off,
tbe young lady ~etired to one of the
wagons, while the rest of us, at some
little distance, reclined on the blankets
and saddles, guarded by onr faithful
dog. Nothing could come within a
hundred yards of the camp whhcut his

eded, even by tbose who once opposed its these marshes seriously affect the health of
sloption, To a statute which should in- the residents of adjacent parts of the city,

"About midnight my meditations
were interrupted by a soft rustle behind
me in the bushes, but before I could
speak or make a motion a voice whose
music I never expected to hear on earth
again, said: 'Hush!' and in a moment
Lily was beside me.
"Then, with her arms around me, her
lips close to my ear, sbe told me that
ahe had overheard her brothers talking
of killing me on the way, being afraid
to do so at home; had caught two of her
own horses (the best in the country)
and bad followed with the hope of res-

Power

of Poetry.

cour se only interesting . The mere ex"Yes, I think you are the man. When
TOM CDRWIN'S CANVASS.
tent of a country's territory ia by no I got it home we found that it was mothmeans
the
measnre
of
its
importance;
eaten.
I
can
pick
it
topiecesin
a
dozen
pect of a park in which 1tands the WasbBis Deatb \Vhl!e RelaUua[Written for the Ohio State Journal, l
other 'things besides population and places."
10gton monument.
This improvement
to Hla
YonuK'
Friend.
lbe
•'Teta,"
or
Two
:rears
01(1.
area
determine
that.
would add to that park: and the park
"!ah dot bossiblel Und how much
P.resldent.
Playing on the carpet near me
south
ol the !Executive
Mansion, a
you pavY"
An Anecdote by General Gar.Oeld, l
A. Sioux 11111of Fare.
land,
and
ha ltttle cherub girl,
which embraces certain features o[ the large area of valuable
"Eight dollars.''
Bill Nyr, in the Lnamio Boomerang.l
When Corwin wru,nom iuated for
English
system,
but
excludes
or would transform what is now believed to
And her presence1 much I fear me,
"My athars I And vhat you want gress he had no more idea of an olec
ignores
others
of
equal
im- be a dangerous nuis[Ulce into nu nttractive
One of the peculiarities of the latest now
Seta my senses In a whirl;
11
?
portance, may be aeriously doubted, landscape to:the river front. They recomthan the dead. But he went ou
United States style of feeding the
For a book ta open lyrng,
"l want my money back.''
even by those who are impressed, as I am mend the removal of the steam railway
canvass on horseback, through
Full of grave p..biloJOphyi.ng,
noble red man is the fact that he is
"Vhell-vhell.
IIIy
£rent,
I
am
sorry
myself, with the grave importauce of cor- lines Crom the surface of the streets of the
And I 0'l'l'llI'm vainly trying
given Government rations and at the for you. You seem like an honest poy, settle~e!'t• from log "!'bin to log c
rectin g the evils which a.re inherent in the city and the location or the necessary
There my thoughts to hold;
aodsohc1ted votes. RIB competitor
sa"!e time appropriation~ are made and it vhas too bad.''
present methods of appointment.
If, for depots in such places as may be conBut, in l!piteof my euaying,
al~ost sure of his election, for the
which are supposed to maintain him.
example, the English rule, which shuts venient for the public accommodation,
"Yea,
it
WBll
a
swindle,
and
I
want
They will ennnore be straying
trict \Vas strongly with his party
out persons above the age of twenty-five and they call attention to the deficiency of
Sometimes a wild Indfan who don't my money hack.''
cuing me.
To the <:herub near me playing,
years from a large number of public em- the water supply, which seriously affects
night Corwin •topped at a log
know much about groceries and how to
"She had a key which she thought
"Dear
me,
but
I
viah
you
vhas
here
Onlv two years old.
ployments, is not to be made an essential the material prosperity of the city and the
prepare them for food, comes in and yesterday I Let me o:xplain to you. '!her": all the family aw, slept
would open the padlock fastening the
health and comfort of its inhabitants.
1
part of our system, it is questionable
lrved m the only room in the ho
draws his regular soldier rations in this
chain
that
held
me.
The
padlock
was
With
her
hair
so
long
and
.Oa.xea,
commend
these
subjects
to
your
favorable
whether the attainment of the highest
way. For instance, up in the Sitting You bought dot coat four weeks ago?" after the simple habits of that
one of the spring kind, with the keynumber of marks at a. competitive exam- consideration.
And her eyes of sunny hue,
"Yes, four weeks to-day.''
The occupant WBll a Democrat
Bull country awhile ago an Indian
hole, a simple slip, at the bottom. The
ination should be the crite rion by whfoh
And her cheek 10 plump and wax en.
THE ELECTORAL COUNT.
"Vhell, I had sold oudt to my cousin Corwin said he never dreamed of gett
came
in
from
the
warpath
who
had
all applications for appointment should be
key
is
a
plain,
flat
bar,
with
various
inShe
is
cbarmiog
to
the
view.
The importance of timely legislation
Philip shust one day before. Philip ish bis vote.
But that night, as t
put tq: test, and uncler similar conditions with
never seen any of the pale face style of not a square man."
dentations in it to fit the wards of the
Then her Yoice, to all who hea:r It,
respect to the ascertainment and dec1t may also be questioned whether admis• laratiou of the vole for Presidential electgathered round the fireside, he as
food, and drew his rations.
lock, and by simply pressing on it the
Bttathes a. bright, entraDcingspirit;
"What have I got to do with Philip! " the fellow if he knew ll1r. -sion to the sen·ice should be strictl)t limit.. ors was sharply calli!!d to the attention of
He made a light meal of unground
lock flies open.
Ob, to be forever near it,
ed to its own ranks. There are very the people more than four years ago,
"Let m~ oxplain. Indree days Philip competitor. "W aall," replied the fa
coffee the first day, and as he overate, makes
h a joy untold;
"Lily tried the key but it would not
many characteristics which go to make It is to be hoped:tbat some well-defined
assignment to my brudder Louis. er, "l rather guess I do-l'll never ,
and
the
coffee
swelled
on
him
he
had
For
'Us
ever
sweetly
telling
fit.
.A.a
I
could
see
by
the
moonlight,
a model civil
servant.
Prominent
Dot Louis is a leedle off. He would for him." Thia was a sensation to
measure may be devised before another
To my heart, with rapt.ure swdling 1
difficulty in buttoning hia panU! around sheat your eye•teeth away from you.''
amO'llg them are industry, good sense,good National election, which will render un•
an expre,sion of dismay flitted over her
win. He was now on the trail of so
O_faU'ectionin!y dwelJingthe pain that he had on hand.
habits, good temper, patience, order, cour- necessary a resort to any expedient of a.
face and she pressed her hands to her
" Yea, but I haven't anything to do thing that might prove beneficial in
tesy, tact, self-reliance, manly deference to temporary character for the determina0.nly two years old I
He felt very unhappy for a day or with Louie.''
head as if to think. As for me, I had
superior officers, and manly considera- tion of questions upon contested re•
canvass-something
he might use at
two, but laid it to the fact that he
so long given up all hope of life that I
"Let me oxplain.
Louis kept der
With a new delight Pm hearing
tions for inferiors. The absence of these
hadn't exercised much, and the conse- place a week, u.nd he gif a shattel mort- next m~eting l<l set tbe house in a r
sat
in
silence,
a
waiting
what
she
would
traits is not supplied by wide knowledge turns. JNABlLITY OF TIIE PRESJDENT.
All her sweet attempts at words,
quent ennui and indigestion resulting gage to my fadder -law, and vhss "May I ask your reason for not vo
do, unable to offer any suggestions.
of books, or by promptitude in answering
In their melody endearing
for him?" said IIIr. Cur win· "I am a
th'erefrom.
Questions which concern the very ex•
"Then,
with
the
murmured
words,
'It
questions, or by any other quality likely
bounced out.''
Sweeter far than any bird's;
Mr. -is a good old' Loco£
to be brought to light by competitive ex- istence of the Government and the liber•
. As.soon as he succeeded in getLing the
may do!' she left me for a moment,
And
the
musical
mt.staking,
"I don't know anything about that.' ' :',V"aa.1,1'
.drawled the old m:iu, "you
amination.
To make success in such a ties of the people were suggested by the
1!'ter1or department quieted down a
going
into
the
old
field.
Then
she
reWWch
her
baby
Ups
are
making,
"Let me oxplain.
My fadder•law 1t WBllthis way. He waa here one ui
coo test, therefore, an indispensable condi- prolonied iJJness of the late President,
httle, he tackled his ration of candles. vhBll
turned, bringing a handful of the
For my heart a charm is waking
took mit a fit and died, and he leaf just as you be to•night, aud mama
tion or public employment, would very and his consequent incapacity to perform
These
he
decided
to
parboil
in
order
to
broom·grass
with
her.
Selecting
a
twig
Firmer
Jn
lt.e
ho]d
dis blace lo my wife. My wife vhas
likely result in the practical exclusion of the functions of his office. It is provided
a-yoid trouble from indigestion. The gone to Europe for two vears, and she went into that ar' bed rigllt there
of thistle of just sufficient diameter to
Than the charm to rich and .@lowing
older applicants, even though they might by the second article of the Constitution,
he ~nto this bed right here. Af~r
dish
waa
not
so
much
of
a
glittering
in
the:fifth
cJause
o(
its
first
section,
that
From
the
Roman's
Ups
o'erftowlng.
fill
the
slit
in
the
bottom
of
the
lock,
possess qualifications far superior to their
leaf me as-agent. Now you see how it
success as he had anticipated, and aa he was. I gannot tell you who sold you got 10 he otooped down as if he w
Then she gives a look 10 11:nowillg!7rounger and more brilliant competito rs. in case of the- removal of the President
she thrust it perpendicularly as far as
These suggestions must
not be re• (rom office, or o[ his death, resignation or
remorsefully picked the candle wicking dot coat. IIIaybe it vhas Philip, maybe gwine to pray. 'Hi,htl' sez J, '
OnJy two years old!
it would go, broke it off a quarter of an
our Congressman ii, kinder pious.'
garded as evincing any spirit of inability to discharge the powers and duties
out of his teeth with a tent pin, he Louis, maybe my fadder-law.
inch from the lock. She did this with
It
of
said
office,
the
same
shall
devolve
Now her ripe and honeyed kisses
opposition to the competitive plan which
made some remark that grated harshly couldn't haf been me, for I vhas in then he opens his saddlebag@ an
other
straws,
until
the
whole
keyhole
·what is the in•
has been to some exteo t suecessfuUy em- on the Vice President.
(Honeyed1 :ripe for me alone,)
on the resthetic ears of those who stood Shicago. If you leave dot coat I vhill peered out to see what it was, ;ud
was full, breaking them off evenly only
ployed already, and which may hereafter tention of the Constitution in its specificaThrill my soul with varied blisses
be goll darned if it wasn't" shirt
near.
on
the
outside,
though,
of
course,
the
vindicate the cJaims of its most warmest tion of inability to discharge the powers
'!rite to my wife. She is aquare, sbust ~to it he clim and popped into bed;
Such as H has neTerkno,rn,
He
then
tried
a
meal
of
yeast
powsupporters.
But it '>ught to be seriously and duties of said office as one of the con•
inside
ends
fitted
into
the
wards
of
the
hke
me,
and
maybe
she
writes
back
dot
When her twining arms are round me,
der with vinegar. He ate the yeast you can take a linen duster and two J IBt looked hke an ole woman for all
com,idered whether the application of the tingencies which calls the Vice President
lock. Then she pressed on all the
All domestic joy hath crowned me,
world. You and I,'' droned the far
same educational standard to persons of to the exercise of Presidential functions?
Powder and then took a pint of extreme- white west.s and call it all ri~ht.''
ends
at
the
same
time,
and
the
lock
And a fervent epell hath bonnd me,
mature yean, to young men fresb from Is the inability delegated in its nature to
"llfr. Corwin, works hard all day in
ly potent vinegar to wash it down.
flew
open.
long
continued
intellectual
incapacity,
or
Nenr
to
grow
cold,
"Say, this is a sneaking ewwdle," ex• ole shirts, and they is ali•fired •we
school and college, would not be lik.e1y to
At first there was a feeling of glad claimed the young man.
"So quietly that not a link rattled,
,vhat must be
Ob I there'• not, this &ideof Aidenn,
exalt mere intellectual proficiency above bas it a broader import?
sometime•, but we thinks nothiu'
surprise in his stomach, which rapidly
How must its
Lily unwound the chain, and I was
Aught with Ionliness so laden
other qualities oC equal or greater impor• its extent and duration?
"Maybe it vhaa. Philip vhas a great sleepin' in 'em. But that darned
Hns the Presigave place to unavailing remorse.
once more free. We started for the
tanc e. Another featu.re of the :proposed existence be established?
As my JitUe cherub maiden,
liar."
is_so aristocratic that he hez to put
A can of yeast powder in an Indian's
sy:dem is the selection by promotion of all dent, whose inability is the subject of inhorses, bnt unfortunately had gone but
Only two years old!
"I'll go lo the police!"
,ms and kerry bis wife's shirt arot
officers of the Government above the quiry, any voice in determining whether
midst don't seem to be prepared for a
a
few
feet
when
I
stepped
on
a
dry
"Vhell,
dot
is
all
right;
maybe
der
or
not
it
exists,
or
is
the
decision
of
that
'I
be
Bab,1
'1t
Dimple.
lowest grade, except such as would fairly
pint of vinegar, and the result of such police vhill help me catch Louis. I with him and sleeps in bit, darn h
stick, which broke with a loud crack.
be re~ardeda, exponents o( the policy of momentous and delicate question confided
Over the cradle the mother bung,
au unfortunate circumstance is not shust found oudt last night dut he cut I 'll never vote for no sicb man.'' 1
Lily '• brothers were light sleepers, and
the E.lecutive and the priociples of the to the Vice President, or is it contemSoftly cooing a alumber aong,
bad it. He slept little tbat ni
gratifying.
Recent Ubaoges :In Niagara.
they awoke immediaMy.
Not seeing
plated by the Constitution that Con·
And these were the simple words she 1UDg
dominant party. To afford encouragement
all der hind buttons off all der coata in Next day he went forth on bis em
Every little while a look of pain der store before he left."
All the evening long:
me, they rushed hither and thither in Irenama, in New York Obaerver,l
to faithful public servants by exciting gress should provide by law preof drumming up a croNd for bis ui
should
constitute
ina•
in thf"ir minds the hope of promotion i.f cisely what
search, and just as we reached the
One who retnrns to Niagara after a would come over the features of the
"If you'll otep out-doors I'll mash meeting. Night after night he
•Cheek o:r chin, or knuckle or knee,
they o.refound to merit it, is much to be de, bility, and how and by whnt tribnnnl
noble child of the forest, and then he you!"
horses
one
of
them
caught
a
glimpse
of
Where shall the babJ's di.Jnple be?
long
absence
notes
the
marked
changes
that yarn to crowds, who serenade
sired , but would it be wise to ndo:et a rule or authority it should be ascertained? II
Where ahalJ tbe aogel'a finger rest,
us and fired. The bullet struck Lily's taking place in the face of the cataract. would jump about seventeen feet and
"Vhell I like to oblige, but you see I with yells of laughter. Tom car
When he comes down to the babJ'd nest ?
so rigid as to permit no other mode of the inability proves to be temporary in its
try to kick a cloud out of the sky. vbas only agent for my wife."
horae
and
killed
it.
In
a
moment
I
My
first
visit
here
was
made
in
the
Where
abutl
the
angel's
touch
nmaln
nature
and
during
its
continuance
the
supplying the intermediole walks of the
the district and weut to Cougr
When he awakena my baby again?"
had seated her behind me, and, con- year 1844, thirty-seven years ago. Then Then he would sit down and think over
servants?
There are many persons who Vice President lawfully exercises the
"Well you'll hear from me again, and While Tom Corwin waa telling t
his
past
life.
cealment
being
no
longer
possible,
rode
the
broad
expanse
of
Table
Rock
was
fill subordinHte positions with great credit, Iunclions of the Executive, by what tendon't you forget it I" said the victim as very story and just as he reached
Still aa ebe bent and sang so low.
It took about a week for him to get he went out.
but Jack those qualities which is requisite ure does he hold bis office? Does he conA murmur into be:r mu~c 'broke,
away at full speed.
the platform on which successive thouclimax and was on hia feet vociferat
And abe paused 10 hear, for she could but know
back to where he dared to get up anIor higher posts of duty, and besides the t.in ue as President for the remainder of the
"They
saddled
and
came
hard
after
sands
stood.
Many
crept
softly
to
the
"I hope so--1 hope so. I like to make
The baby's angel spoi:e:
modes of thoughtaad netion of one whose four years' terru, or would the elected
other meal for himself. Then he fric• it all right. I vhas only agent for my that comical speech about the shirt,
us.
We
kept
our
distance;
but
on
verge
and
looked
into
the
abyss.
Othservice in a Governmental bureau has been President, if his inabilitv should cease in
Cheek or chin, or knuckle or knee.
account of the double burden which ers more cautiously "lay on their faces assed a couple of pounds of laundry wife, but I feel so square dot I take dot head dropped a little, his counteoa
long continued are often so cramped by the interval, be empowered to resume
Where ahall the baby'a dimple 'be?
turned ashy and he started to fall, b1
our horse carried, were never able to get and gazed at the crystal current as it soap and ate that.
giving us warning.
coat back for three dollars if you vhant caught him in my arm•, and so
routine procedure ns almost to disqualify his office, anU if baving such lawful
8
1
Soap is all right for external purposes, to trade it out in paper collars!"
~t:~e
1 ~!:!!°lo!!~~r
tianb~'~~~t ?
Then the stranger, whose name was far out of hearing, while they followed broke into jewels and fell in a stream
him from instituting changes required by authority he should exercise it, would
Corwin died.
Whu:re sba1I my finger's touch Temlin
the public interests, nnd the infusion of the Vice President be thereupon empmvHerndon, gave us an account of how he with a persisteuce worthy of a better from the awful height. Now the broad or for treating a pair of soiled socks,
When I wake your baby egdn T"
new blood from time to time into the mid• ered to resume his powers and dnties as
Not daring to stop in the na- platform has fallen, and the work of but it does not 1158imilate with the
happened to come over the river in cause.
A.
Buse
at
a
Be■ tanranl.
die ranks or the service might be very such? I cannot doubt that these impor•
Silent the mother sat and dwelt
THE FASHIONS.
tion, I rode for the river, which I for- undermining is going still further on. gastric juice readily, and -those who
such a plight.
It is an awful thing to be absantLong on 1he sweet delay of choice,
beneficial in its results. The subject under tant questions will receive your early and
tunately reached just in time to meet In forty years more the present stand- have tried laundry soap as a relish do minded. The story is told of a certain
"Some
months
since
I
was
in
the
And
then
by
her
baby's
aide
she
knelt,
thoughtful
consideration.
Deeply
im•
discussion is one o[ grave importance.
not
seem
to
think
that
it
will
ever
None but a,ithetes wear abort
And saog with pleasant Toke:
Our horse, good -point will be in the depths below. But
Chickasaw nation, buying up cattle, you and baffle them.
The evils which are complained of can not pressed with the gravity of the responsibili·
P~iladelphia gentleman, who discovered
when I became seq uainted with a Mr. as be was, was nearly exhausted, and more remarkable is the change in the arrive at any degree of prominence as th1a at his cost. It so happened the just now.
be eradicated at oacc. The work must be ties whlch ha.ve so unexpectedly de\'olved "Not on 1.he IJmb, 0 a.ngeldear!
an
article
of
diet.
For the cbarws wHb 1ta youth will disappear; Williams, who had married and settled could not have carried us much further.
gradual. 'fhe present English system is a upon me, it will be my constant purpose
shape of Horseshoe Fall itself. Then
Tortoise shell ornaments are never
Not oa the cheek shall the dimple be,
That ia why this untutored child of other day that the dining-room ol the of vogue.
growth of yen.rs, and was not created by a to co-operate with you in such meaeures
Thanks to you, I hope we are safe it WBlla perfect segment of a circle,
among the Indians.
club
which
he
frequents
was
quite
full,
For
the
harboring
smile
wm
fade
and
:llee;
as
will
promote
the
glory
of
the
country
&ingle stroke of executive or legis latfre
"I found it convenient to go very now."
so nearly like the heel of a horse shoe nature swore. He had never received when a man who chanced to Jrnow his
But tou<:h \hott tne chin ll'ith impreM deep,
The eagle's claw iaagain a fashion
action. Its beginnings are found in an and the prosperity of its people.
A.nd my baby the angel's aeal shall keep.n
often to his house, about cattle, I per The story was ended, and we were as to suggest the fitness of its name. the benefits of early training in profani - particular failing came in very hungry. ornament.
CHESTER A. ARTIJOR.
order in council, promulgated in 1855, and
ty,
and
his
language,
therefore,
was
dissuaded
myself
at
first,
but
I
soon
had
soon
asleep.
In
the
morning
we
took
Now
vast
masses
of
rock
have
been
disIVaahington, D. O., Dec. 6, 1881.
it was after patient and cautious scrutiny
The waiter told the newcomer there was
Black remains the favorite dreRs
to acknowledl(e that the attraction was Herndon and Mis, Lily to the railroad, lodged in the middle of the curve, connected and rambling ; hut when we no room at present. Spying our absentof its workings that .fifteen years Inter it
American women.
his
daughter
Lily
,
the
young
lady
who
where
they
took
the
train
for
Fort
making
a
sharp
and
wide
diversion
of
consider
that
he
was
ignorant
of
our
took its present shape. Five years a{ter the
minded friend comfortably seated and
VIOLINS
AND
VIOLINISTS
.
Light-colored heavy wrapg are m
issuanc e of the order in council 1 and at
ia with me.
Smith.
the current, so that the torrent pours language, and that every little while reading the newspaper, a brilliant idea
a tiwe when resort bad been had to comworn this winter.
We received a letter from him after- into a mid way gulf, from which the he had to stop and hold on to his diges- struck the hungry man.
"She
is
only
an
eighth
Indian,
well
A.
'l'alk.
with
BemenJ'i
Co11eernlo&"
petitive examination as a.n experiment
SAVED BY A WOMAN.
He stood his trial, came out mist rises constantly.
Thia does not ter with both hands and dig great holes
Curly plush is one of tl1e prett
educated, and a• to her beauty you can ward.
ArU818 and Instruments.
"Has lllr. A. dined yet ?" he ques•
much more extensively than has yet been
trimming materials.
oee for yourselves. She soon began to clear, and married Miss Lily. The diminish, but perhaps enhances the in- in the earth with hia toes, the remarks tioned.
the case in this country, a select
The
sun
was
just
setting,
at
the
close
Williama
boys
were
soon
afterward
terest of the cataract.
It breaks the didn't seem altogether out of place or
look with favor on me, and I asked her
committee
o[ the
Bouse of Com•
Plush baEquea with moire collars
"No, sir,'' replied thewwter.
A correspondent of the Cincinnati
mons
made
a
report
that
the Times Star has had a talk with Rem- of a long bot day in June, when Ernest of her father. He was willing, and we both killed in a drunken frolic, ending circuit, destroys the perfect symmetry irrelevant.
"Well, never mind, take him his bill cuff• are much admired.
in a fight.
When a gallon or so of agitated bak- sud tell him he nas had his dinner.''
Hous e1 while declaring its approval ol the enyi. The great violinist was placidly Black and myself drove our wagons up were engaged.
of the curve. It proves that the rocesThe tailor cut jacket retaio g it pl
competitive method, deprecated. neverthe bank of Red river, on the territory
sion of the fall is going on with far ing powder and vinegar is singing its
"But there were three sous of the old
The waiter hesitated a moment, and among fashionable winter wraps.
How lndlaus
Betorn
Calls.
theless1 any precipitancy in its Jeneral smoking a cigarette, and was in one of side. We were hanling freight for the man by a former marriage with a white
greater
force
than
Mr.
Lyell
and
his
little
song
in
the
innermost
recesses
of
then appreciating the situation went
Milwaukee (Wis.) Slln.J
adoption, as likely to endanger its ulti- his most talkative and urbane moods. United States Government, and were
:Jo"rogbut.tons and parnllel row
brethren in geology calculated when an Indian, and this hBll been followed
woman, who hated me from the start.
mate success. During this tentative p.e- After condemning the small audience
A party of Sioux Indiana were guests they supposed they had estimated the by a treatment of laundry soap, the over to Mr. A. and handed him his bill. Titan braid trim cloth drcs.~s
on
our
way
to
Texas
for
a
load.
I
think
they
had
hoped
to
get
possession
riod the results of the two methods ol pass• of the evening, which, by the way, was
"What is this for?" quoth the poor elegantly.
at
a
leading
Milwaukee
hotel,
and
the
We signalled the ferryman, living on of Lily's property, but knew, if I marages by the progress backward of the student of human nature can find a fello1V.
ing exawiuation
and competitive ex• a disgrace to Sprini,field, the conversathe Texas aide, and as soon as he came ried her, there would be but little ladies had a great deal of amusement, verge of Niagara. If in half the life- wide field for observation in that localAlthough great length is the fea
a.ruination were closely watched and tion drifted to music and musicians.
"For your dinner, sir."
compared. It may be that before we conover began to cross. The boat was too chance of that. llfatters went on, how- studying their customs. That is, they time of a modern man such changes ity.
of tbe winter wraps, 1L is permis,ibl
"My
dinner-ah
I
Have
I
really
had
"It
is
a
great
surprise
to
most
people,
all did, except one lady. The ladies
fine ourselves upon this important quessmall to put over both wa!!(ODSat once,
The earnest and occupied look, the it?"
wear short ones.
I was too happy to care much called upon the Indians, and the sav- have occurred, what may not have been
tion within the striugent bounds of statuto- Mr. Remenyi, how you manage to pro- so I crossed first and came back to as,ist ever.
for them, although they became more ages returned the calls almost before wrought by these mightv forces of troubled expression of the countenance,
Combination costumes of new s
"Yea, sir," rejoined the waiter in all
ry enactment, we may .Profitably await the duce so many wonderful and beautiful
nature in 6,000 years.
•
followed by the quick, nervous twitch- innocence.
unbearable from day to day.
They the ladies got to their rooms.
should not be so gay as those where
result of further ioqwry and experiment.
effects on your violin, making it sound Ernest.
He
had
two
refractorv
mules,
which
ing
of
the
,uuscles
of
the
face,
and
then
bore no good reputation in the county,
The submission of a portion of t.he nomi• like another instrument."
"Dear me, I had an Idea I was wait- or the other material ia old.
One of tbe ladies called on a chief
Guatemala
Women :In the Sort.
had always to be held in a ferry-boat,
the swelliog up and the bursting of the ing for it. What a curious mistake.''
n:J.tions to a Central Board of Examiners,
''That," said the violinist with a and it sometimes took both of us to do and I was warned against them more and then went to her room and retired, San Franciaoo Chronicle.]
Immense felt hats, with plu,11
selected solely for testing the q ualifiations
suspender button, the deep .drawn sigh
than once.
And with a contemplative smile Mr. edges to the brim, are worn sidfl by
and pretty eoon there was a knock at
o( applicants, may pereaps, without resort smile, "is according to the player. so.
We
landed
at
Champerco.
Its
thatchand
the
smothered
cuss•word,
all
betok"Three
days
ago
the
explosion
came.
A.
sauntered
out
of
the
room,
leaving
with small capotes of velvet.
her door, and she found that it was the ed huts, sheltered by royal palms and en the gastric agitation going on within .
to the competitive test, put an end to the The violin is the most royal and the
Just as the ferry-boat neared the
his table for the use of the genius who
mischief which attend tbe present sys. most vulgar o1all instruments ; it is used nation, a large, powerful horse, but I was walking with Lily, when the chief. She told him to come in the surrounded by orange groves, presented
Fancy pearl or silver butt.on•, DO
Thia is why an Indian prefers a link had profited by his absent-mindedness.
youngest of the three met us, and, morning.
tem o{ nppointment 1 and it may be for the sublimest effects and the most
the largest size, adorn many or
evidently nearly exhausted, came into after a few insulting words, accused me
the ideal tropical pictnre, which was of bologna sausage and a two-year•old
feasible to invest in such tL boa.rd a wide trivial."
The lady unlocks her door in the well confirmed by the fervent heat of the dog to the high-priced groceries so complush and velvet basq nes, now sn I
dis cretiou to ascertain the cha racteristics
llow ao Get a Home In Jloutana.
"Your's is a splendid instrument of view around a bend in the road, a of diahonrable conduct.
morning so the porter can come in and sun. Our curiosity being soon gratified, mon to our modern civilization.
ionable.
double burden on hia back. A young
and attainments of candidnte.s in those
Troy
(N.
Y.)
Time1.l
"It
was
more
than
I
could
stand,
and
particulars which I have aJready referred the Cremona make, is it not?" asked man of noble appearance, but looking I sprang toward him to strike him. He build a fire before she gets up. She we strolled down to the beach. Several
The loveliesto[ all inexpensive e
The homestead law grants settlers
A..u Ad vauced Thinker.
to as being no Jess important than are in- the reporter , with the idea that the vio- weary and harassed, rode in front; attempted to draw a pistol, but I closed heard a knock in the morning, and, anp- hundred men, women, maids, voutbtl,
160 acres, on condition of continued iug drell8es is of white or cream n
tellectn ul a!lainment.
If Congress should lin was about 500 years old and had a behind a beautiful girl nearly white,
posing it was the porter, she said, and children were tossing and flounder- BrooklynEa.g1e.l
with him and attempted to take it away. "Come in." The door opened and in
Ueem it advisable ttt the present sessioo. to Latin name about two yards long.
"Are you a believer in advanced residence for five years and the pay- veiling or cashmere, or Cbudua cl
but with sufficient Indian blood showing
ing in the foamy surf, the large majoritv ideas?"
establish competitive tests for adwiss.ion
"On the contrary," said Remenyi, "it through the clear akin to add a piquant In the struggle the pistol went off, and walked Mr. Indian.
asked a quiet-looking little ment of Laud Office fees, which, alto• with white moire uccessories and
She took one look
to the service, no doubt such as have been is not of the Oremona make, and is not
he was shot dead. I stood for a moment at him and pulled the bed clothes over of them being unencumbered by even gentleman, dropping into the city gether, donotexceed$18.
Pre•emption boos and laces.
suggested shall deter me from giving the old. The violin which I used in this charm to the features.
stunned with horror, when Lily's voice her head. He sat down on the side of so much as a linen collar.
Plush bands, having t.he appear
law grants 160 acres at $1.25 per acre,
editor's
chair
as
the
latter
entered
h
·
measure my earnest support, and I earnestThey rode up to the wagon, and the roused ·me.
"There's your bright bronzed maidens room from the outer office.
on condition of a continued residence of light·oolered seal and beaver
the
bed
and
said,
"How?"
Well,
she
ly recomm end, ahould there be a faiJure to evening's concert, and which I have young man without dismounting spoke
of the sun," exclaimed our poet in rap"'Oh, fly, fly I The others will kill
"Certainly,''
said the city editor. and improvement for one year. The form the cuflll, collars, pockel st.mp•
pass any other act upon this subject, thnt christened the 'Lady Sunbeam,' was to Ernest:
so scared that she didn't know tures.
you when they see you. They will was
an appropriation of money may be made for made by a man at Columbus, Ohio, and
"But
I
believe
you
have my chair, sir. timber culture act permit.s a citizen to revers of many haud110me light •col
"How"
from
Adam.
She
said
to
him
'Sir, I am a white man, and some swear it was no accident I'
"How about the sharks?" inquired a If you will oblige me by taking this enter 160 acres on condition that one- beaver cloth sacques, jackets-and vis
the enforceroe11t of 1cction 1753 of the Re- ia <>nlytwo months old. I consider his
in
the
best
Sioux
that
she
could
commore practical traveler, when it was seat 111-"'Not much of an accident ! I saw
v.ised Statutes. \Vith the aid thus afforded violin equal, if not superior, to the vio- days since had a quarrel with another,
fourth
of
the area
shall
be
For house wear the skirts o[
me I shull strive to execute the provisions lins of the old masters. I have many in which, unfort1111ately, he was acci- the whole thing and he shall awing for mand, "Please, good lllr. Indian, go proposed that we join the bathers.
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Under
tleman, making no attempt to move.
worn with silk or wool Jerseys. As
I am unwilling, iu JUStice to the pr sent violins, which I have left in Europe, an brothers, who are close behind, and who
"I turned, and there stood one of the seem to be in a hurry. He picked up a jolly tar replied. "I've never heard
the operation of these laws any settler
civil servants o[ lhe Government, to dis• Antooiu!.I, Stradivarius, a Ouarnerius,
have sworn to kill me on sight. I ask other brothers, with leveled rifle bear- pieces of her wearing apparel from the of anybody being hurt bf a shark in "I'll be through with you in a moment. can become possessed of from 240 to 820 of wool arranged ou panier or ap
like around the hips gives the req u
miss this subject without declarin~ my and many others, whose whole value is your h•lp to cross the river, if possible,
different article• that he didn't the surf. They can't see m the surf." Sit down."
ing directly on me. I attempted to floor,
dissent from the severe ond almost rndis- i:robably many thousand dollars."
"Well, you are a cool one,'' swd the acres of land at a trifling cost. Special new•atyle look.
seem to know anything about where
unseev."
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theory,
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speak,
but
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not
allow
it.
criminate censure with which they have
privileges are granted honorably die•
"My study violin, for instance, an
they were worn, and made comments participated in the general enjoyment. editor.
"Why do they-" began Ernest; but
been recently assailed. '!hut they are as Antonius Stradivarius, which I could
"'March strwght to the house, and on
"Not at all," said the quiet party. charged soldiers, they being allowed to
Of Seuj\tor l\fahone'a
them in the Sioux tongue.
The 'fhe brown senoritas manifested no surthe
stranger
cut
him
short.
a class indolent, inefficient and corrupt is
if you try to get away I'll kill you like stockings seemed to paralyze his untu"lam in a warm and comfortable con· deduct each year of their service, not ren three are living.
a statement which has been often made sell any day for $5,000, I left at home,
"Time presses, sir; you must answerprise
or
disapproval,
and
aa.umed
no
a dog. I would shoot you now, but for
tored mind the most. They were those prudish airs. They laughed, shouted, ditionjust at present. You keep your exceeding four years, from the period of
and widely credited, but when the e:xtent, and use this American violin in prefer- 'yei or 'nol' Hnot, I must do the best
"Laying down the law"-tho J
residence 1equired of others to per• on the poiut of resigning.
variety, delicacy nnd importance of their ence. The Columbus man ia now, how- I can for myself. I dislike to shed blood; the pleasure of having you hun§ I'
long,
90° in the shade stockings, and and plunged into the roaring breakers office just right as to heat."
"My own protestations, Lily s tears
fect
a
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The
desert
duties are considered, the great majority ever, at work upon a new violin, ex- but if I am too closely pursueJ-"
"Glad
you
likethetemperature,"
said
and and entreaties, were of no avail, and to they were too much for his feeble intel- with as much indifference as though
The prop-her time to assist k Ju
of the employes of the Government are, in pected to surpass any violin in the
lect. He held them up by the toes and they wore the most elegant bathing the editor, smiling in spite of himself. land act applies especially to regioua When she 1" about to faint.
my judgment, deserving o{ high commen- world. It is a combination of the the gleaming of the blue eyes finished avoid immediate violence I thought it
like IIIontana, and per mi ts any settler
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newspaper
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I"
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and
sentence.
costumes ever manufactured.
The wo- men keep your offices at roasting point. to take up 640 acres of land which
dation.
best to comply.
A creditor's motto-Never
pu
Stradivarius and Guarnerius models, theErnest
OUB MERCHANT MABINB.
took another look at foe
"On the way to the house we were wished he would go away. He seemed men of Centra!America are famous for Perhaps it will be just as well for you, could not be cultivated without artifi- till to-morrow what can be dunued
and the result is a superb tone, firmer open mar.ly face, which, whatever might
to
take
great
delight
in
examining
the
The coutinuiog decline of the merchant
beauty of form, which is chiefly due to
joined by the other brother, and, after
cial moisture. A cash payment of 25 day.
marine of the United States is to be great- than anything made. This," said he, be written there,- showed no trace of a few words in some language unknown hair on the bureau, and looked at the the fact that the1 iinore those appli- though, in the end,'' said the quiet
party. "That reminds me," he contin- cents per acre ia n>quired at the time of
Whitelaw Reid draws $0,000
lady
as
much
as
to
say,
"Poor
girl;
ly deplored. In view of the fact that we pointing to Lady Sunbeam securely crime.
ances of civil~atlon that twist their ued. "You see, I have been arrested entry; irrigating ditches m11atbe con- year Bl! an editor, sod $36,000 ss a
to me, they both hurried me on. The
furnish so large a proportion of the freights packed in her case1 "is a fiddle that
Then he spoke, and fast-for
tramp- old man was not at home when we some hostile tribe has made war on the paler sisters out of shape.
of the commercial world, and that our will be a violin. '
"May I ask ling of horses' !eet, rapidly approaching,
for aa.ault with attempt to kill, and also structed to cover such tracts within baud.
pale face ond taken many scalps."
·
reached. the house, and after another
shipments are steadily and rapidly increas• the
three years, and at any time during
price
of
Lady
Sunbeam?" could now be heard:
for attempted highway robbery. "
Finally, she happened to think of the
Remeuyi, the violipist, tells a Ci
DawaJt
wen
8bRken.
consultation
they
chained
me
securely,
ing, it is a cause of surprise that not only 0 Certainly,"
said the violinist,
"it
"You ?11 said the editor, greatly aston- that period the claimant can make his nati reporter that "age doesn't hem·
"I sup;,ose you wisb to take the lady and then made preparations for a jour- bell, and she rang it as though the Honolulu Guette.l
is our navigation interest diminishing, but cost me $450, and is as good as a $3,000
title
good
by
paying
$1
additional
per
ished.
house was on fire, and prettv soon the
violin at all.' '
it is Jess tbun when our e.xports and im•
with you. Get into the wagon, and
On the morning of the 30th of Sep"Yes,'' said the quiet party. "Of acre and making proof that the land
Ohio haa completely de- under a wagon sheet which you will find ney.
porter came in and invited the Indian tember, at five o'clock, we had the
ports were not halI so large as now in bulk Cremona.
Henry W. Longfellow, the poet
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hints-purposecourse,
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that
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be
or value. There must be some peculiar
there loose. I will hide your horse in ly let drop-they intended to take me to-go down stairs and take a drink. hardest and most terrible earthquake I between myself and the judge. The homestead of the value of $2,500 is free said to be threatened with the grow
developmeotin this interest. The enter, 200 years old to amount to anything.
The lady locked that door too quick, have experienced in forty years. The
a cancer in his face.
prise and energy of American mechanics The Columbus man's violins sound the bushes."
to Fort Smith to be tried. I did not
fellow let me out on bail, and before from sale and execution.
The voung man dismounted, assisted exactly see the object of this, since, ii and sbe will never leave it open again first shake came suddenly, .with a quick, old
England's old st baronet iaa Ilcb
and capitalists would have kept this coun• about as well, as soon as the varnish is
my
trial
comes
off
I
hope
to
be
in
a
ir IIIoses l\fonteflore, a man o[ 11:
tr7 at least abreast of onr i'ivals in the dry, Bl! the Cremonas." "ls this maker off the girl who was riding behind him, the case was once brought to trial, I when there are Indians in town. She jerking, terrific crash,•• if all the foun- position to make a good fight, although
& Few Word8 abon & (laaarlea.
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bureau-fairly
dations
and
everything
aronnd
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were
Inendly contest for ocean supremacy; but
and did as directed, cowering in the bot- could easily be cleared by Lily's evibenevolence and bl•mcltss reoord.
Holden'• Bird .M.agulne.)
turned gray from fright.
the substitution of iron for wood and of known in Europe?" asked the reporter. tom of the wagon .
shivering to pieces. It lasted about two I haven't a cent to-day. First, I want
All birds at this season require e:xtra
l\Iiu Daisy Hampton, d augh le
some
one
to
defend
my
case.
l
shall
There is a nrejudice
dence.
aleam for sail has brought great revolu- "Not very well.
minutes, then a cessation of about two
After depositing the abeet so as to
food. Canariesshould have all through the Senator, will make her first apr
send
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the
prominent
lawyers
tions in the carrying trade of the world. there against anything not European. look as if it had only been carefessly
.. Some Pompklus."
"After sending some of their servants
or three minutes, and then followed anBut these changes could not have been It is the same with the American and
to bring in the body, they mounted me
G. B. Taylor, of Goleta, Santa Bar- other shake, similar to the first, but not of the country, requesting them as a the year German summer rape, Sicily ance in WBllhiogton wci t.y this wit
adverse to America if we had given to our Swiss watches;
the latter
holds thrown in, Ernest led the horse a short on a horse, tied my hands behind me bara county, California, in a communi- qnite equal in terrific violence. Some favor to look into my case, tellin2: them canary and millet seed• mixed in equal
Dr. Holland's po m, "B itter Sw
navjgation interests a portion of the atd the prestige, though not so good." distance from the road, and after taking
and my feet under the horse, and, with cation to the Santa Barbara Press, says: light tremblings were felt the same day at the same time that I shall shortly roll part.s, and care should be taken to have had tbe largest •ale of :iny poem
off
saddle
and
bridle
turned
him
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in protection which have been so wise]y 11 S_peaking of musicians,
what is
one riding before and the other behind, Mr. Philander Kellogg has nine pump- and three moderate shakes the next in wealth, as I hope to. The great mass the seed• freoh and of the beat quality. published in this couutry-2f,0
bestowed upon our manufactures.
I
returned to hia team.
In addition to the seeds feed canarie• copies.
I have andI had
kins, raised on his place this year, tbe day.
commend the whole subject to the wisdom your opinion of Wilhelmi?
witnessed the scene from the we set out.
These light shakes continued of the people are indebted to me for
"Lily begged to be allowed to go, but aggregate weight of which i• over a through the 3d instant. Many dwell- attempting to divide up a little more daily one-fourth part of a hard•boiled
of Congressr With the 11uggestion that no heard he was a pupil of yonra?" "When boat, which by this time had reached
Mr. Randall'• gout is inherited,
evenly the wealth of the land. In this egg, both yolk and white, and mixed he suffers 1zreatly from it. Hi• fo1
question of grea.ter magnitude or farther he was about nineteen years old he
they refused. It was a lonely country ton. He has opened one of the largest
reaching importance can engaQ'.etheir at- studied with me. He is a very fine, the bank, and the wagon drove in. where Mr. Williams lived, no house ones, simply taking out the seed, and ing• and other buildings are terribly attempt I met with resistance and with it aa much cracker as can be taken is occupying his house nenr tho Ct.I'
Alter giving the ferryman a caution to
shattered and cracked, the founda- found myself obliged to resort to self up on a ten cent piece. Fresh water,
tention .
" magnificent player, but a little cold." silence, Ernest turned to me :
within twenty miles, or ahe would have into the space thus occupied he put his tions
in W allhington.
wrecked,
and
plastering
PASSENGER TAX.
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daughter, a finely developed miss of torn off. Stone houses were injured defence. When the public bear my both for drinking and for the bath, and
A fashionable young l1t.Jy, like
"l may be helping a fugitive from gone for help to atop them.
In 1875 11,eSupreme Court of the United
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case
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will
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"The first day's travel passed without eighteen years, and completely closed most. Miles and miles, many thousand
States declared unconstitutional the stat- instrument is an Antonina Stradivari- justice to escape, but I will risk it.
inexperienced printer, make• a ~
will
usually
keep
a
bird
in
good
health.
My captors were taciturn, her in by putting the two halves to- fathoms of stone wall fencing wrecked escape, and I shall soon be iu a position
utes of certain States which impose ous," said Remenyl. "It is one of the Loose the boat and put off, Beecher!" he incident.
Twice a week give a piece of sweetapple bustle in correcting her form.- ll
upon ship owners or consignees a tax of finest instruments of the make in the added to the ferryman.
saying nothing to me and but little to gether. I put into one half two boys, and prostrate; most of the cisterns in to win my trial."
inglon Brealfa •I Table.
$1.50 for each passenger arriving from world.
"But, you confess yourself a thief?" or lettuce. If the bird has not yet finHe haa refuoed $10,000 in
At this moment, however, a pair of each other . At night they loosed my each eight years old, and completely the two Konas shattered and minus
It is said that when ladslooo t
ished
moulting
keep
him
In
an
even
a foreign country?... or iu lieu
there• gold for it. It is named the 'Messiah,'
hands sufficiently to let me eat, which closed them in with the other half. water; crockery, glassware and every - said the editor.
of required
a !:Soard to inderuniCy and has been copied several times by horses, covered with dust and sweat,
temperature
ol about sixty-five or his seat in the Upper llou•e uf P•
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a
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but
Mr.
Kellogg
pnt
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three
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came round the turn in the road, and
thing jumbled and thrown in with act,'' ,aid the quiet gentleman. "I was seventy degrees and let him bang where ment, the Queen will confer upon
the State and local authorities against the
e.lpensc for future relief or support or Heskitt, of Columbus."
their riders drew rein at the river side. after supper my hands and feet were children into the cavity and completely confusion.
a free agent. The power of eternal there is no possibility of a draught the ti tie of Earl of Liverpool.
securely
chained,
the
chain
carried
inch passenger. Since this decisiou the
closed them in. Talk about "vegetaAnother account from K~hala says: not
William Crabtree (brother of
One often reads in the newspapers They were two powerful, evil-looking around a tree and fastened with a pad- bles," if this kind won't knocir: the spots
equity
and justice forced me to the act. blowing on him. If not yet in song,
expense attending the care and supervision
"That earthquake was& Joni( 1vi1yahead I was dead broke. A man passes me hang a half-inch strip of raw, fat, salt is now iu Paris, studying painting.
of immigrants hos fallen on the States at and elsewhere of the discovery of live fellows, with belts stuck full of revolv- lock.
off
all
other
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ers,
nnd
a
rifle
across
the
pummel
of
of
anything
of
the
kind
I
ever
felt.
whose port• they have landed. As a large toads in the center of trees or inside of
"The next morning our journey was then I'll throw up the sponge. Goleta More than twenty cracks in our meet- well to do in life. I have nothing; he pork in the cage and let him pick at it hall but recently attained hi• mujo
majority of sucb immiirants immediately apparently solid stone.
or so.
A French each saddle.
and is said to have shown remark
and I proceed to divide up for a week ..::..:..=----The elder-looking one of the two ad- resumed. We had reached the Kfama- is one of the most beautiful localities ing house wall. A few seconds more everything,
upon their arrival proceed to the inland naturalist has published the result of
talent in drawing.
tia mountains, over which we were go- in the State, such lands, such homes, would have left us without a house of the good things of this earth a little
& Great
·r.-1escope.
States and the Territories, to seek permn•
dressed
Ernest:
In Janing by a bridle-path-a
wild, desolate are hard to find outside of this immedi- worship. The 1868 shake did not dis- more evenly. You see after all I was
It Willi at the age of eight that
neut homes, it is manifestly unjuat to im• an experiment of that nature.
The
observatory
in
the
neighborhood
"Have
you
seen
anything
of
a
man
I W8Jldoing o[ Nice, which is being erected at the made her first appearance io pu
pose uprn th e State whose shores they :first uary, in the year 1875, he caused a and a woman on one horn, anywhere region, fit place for a deed of crime. I ate locality. l\ir. P. Kellogg raised and turb the walls at all. Books, medicine the instrument of ju,tice.
cavity
to
be
hollowed
in
a
large
stone,
reach the burden which it now bears. For
began to fear, from the looks and words sold this year from ten acres of land vials, fruit jars, etc., pitched from the a great work for the poor and oppressed, expense of 1\1.Bischoff•heim, is rapidly She was
small that the littl~ f
this reason. and because of the national put a toad into the cavity and then here ?"
As he spoke his eyes roamed to the which passed from one to the other, $1,000 worth of Lima beans. Mr. Frank shelves pellmell. We have reason for and I,, propose to start a subscription approaching completion.
The great stress waa placed on a table so that
imeortance ·of the subject, I recommend sealed up the mouth of the cavity with
that I would never reach Fort Smith. Kellogg will do about the same.
equatorial telescope is to be one of the audience could see her.
thankfulness that no greater damage
legislation regarding the 1upeTvision and impermeable cement. In January, 1880, wagon and sheet in it, and both men
"In some other office,'' said the editor, largest in the world-perhaps
It would be an easy matter to kill me,
the largtransitory care of immigrants at the ports five years, day by day, since he had put dismounted.
was done."
Secretary Folger seems to be try in
assisting the quiet gentleman down the est-as it will have an object glass three earn
------Nen.ralKia ft8 a ''Warotox.
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of debarkation.
"Why, what clo you want of them ?'' cast my body down into some one of
his salary. He is at bis des
the poor creature into durance vile, he
stairs.
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asked Ernest.
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I regret to slate that the people of Alas- broke open the cavity and found the toad
crossing
and
invent
some
plausible
ex'l'he great prevalence of neuralgia"He has killed a man in the Choctaw
upward of fifty feet. The construction before 1tuy of the clerks aud doe
ka have reason to complain that they are within alive and well, though in a nation, is tryingtogetaway,
said the quiet gentleman,
slipping of this monster telescope has been in- leave it until late in lhe day.
or what commonly goes by that name-- New York Sun,]
the woman cuse for my disappearance.
all yet unprovided with any form of Gov- torpid condition. Nor haa it since its
quickly
through
the
main
office
door.
".A.a
night
came
on,
they
frequently
The total land area of the United
trusted to MM. Paul and Prosper Henry,
l\Ir. Salte r, a stonemason, o[ S
ernment by which life or properly can be release taken any nourishment what- with him, and I want to arrest him. If stopped and held consultations with should be regarded as a warning indica- States, Alaska being excepted, is 2,970,tive of a low condition of health, which
you help him to get away it will be the
of Paris, and the total cost of the ob• wood, Quebec, flew into a pa.,aiou
protected. While the extent of ils popu- ever.
"
Who
Sold
Dot
Con1
?"
worse for you. I believe he is under that each other, casting the while gli.nces of must necessarily render its subjects 000 square miles. The total water surlation doe• not justify the application of
servatory will be more thllD $400,000 in cause something was lacking on hi
mingled hate and triumph on me. It peculiarly susceptible to the invasion of face, including rivers and amallstreams, Detroil Free Frees.]
the costly machinery of lerritorfal adminWhen sleeplessness is caused by grief sheet, anyhow."
American money.
ble 1 went to a restaurant. for hiuup
Yesterday morning a tall yonn!!( man
istration, there is immediate necessity br it is said that morphia, narcein, and
----''----And he stepped on the ferryboat. waa easy enough to tell the meaning of diseases of an aggressive type. It is lakes and ponds, is55,000 square miles.
and choked to death on a piece of t
constituting such a!orm of government as codein prove very efficient remedies; The other remained on the bank, with this ; but, even if I had condescended always essential that kthe vital forces The coast waters, bays, gulfa, sounds of twenty landed at the U oion Depot
A Severe
Hebulle..
steak.
will promote the educatjon o( the people
to entreaties, it would have been of no should be vigorous, and the nerve and the like, cover 17,200 square miles. with a bundle under his arm, and after Indianapoli1 Journal.l
and secure the a<lministratio:n of just.ice. but when it arises from nervousneM or his hand on a pistol, ready to a55ist his avail.
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Courts and lawyers complain that the began t-0 brush your teeth,'' •ai
power, in especial, in full development,
arterial excitement, bromide of potas- brother.
LIBRARY OS' CONGRESS.
"Let
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what
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I
square
miles.
his
bearings,
he
walked
up
Jefferson
The one on the boat approached the
but neuralgia indicates a low or depresspeople are losing respect for them, snd
The Sena~c, at its ]ast session, passed n sium acts well unle• the patient is
must meet it in silence. Many were
How vast this sweep of territory is avenue and turned into a clothing for the law 8ll welt. They are, and mother to hu three year old, w
bill providing for the construction of a anremic. In purely nervous sleepless- wagon and was about to raise the sheet, the thoughts which passed through my ed state of vitality, a poor and weak we shall see by tbe following table, in store.
when Ernest, with his eyes gleaming
state, and should be promptly placed
justly so. Let conrts and lawyers so sole previous experience Lad been
building for th e library of Congress, but ness chloroform in small quantities
mind on that hurried ride, but it is under treatment.
which our area and that of each of the
"Do you vish to try on some coats conduct themselves, and so administer ited to a hairbrush, and waR al
it failed to become a Jaw. The provision answers well. Hydrate of chloral suits dangerously, spoke to him:
chief European States are placed to- and wests for a dollar,'' asked tho pro- the law as to show the people they thunderstruck at he11rin,r the folio\\
of suitable protection for this great col~ in all cases except in dyspepsia and
"This wagon is in the emplov of tile needless to dwell on them.
prietor as he rushed from behind the respect themselves, and that they re•pect interrop;atory cowment-ou her in
lection of books and for tbe various de- heart disease. The sleeplessness of the United States Government, and no one
It is stated that Adelina Patti before gether for comparison:
"The night of the second day we
Mile,. counter.
partment connected with ii has be- aged and of persona with debilitated but a regularly authorized official can camped on the edge of an old field, she sailed for New York made her will, Austria -Hungary ...•.•...........•............••.••• Eq.226,406
tho law. Public regard will follow tion: "r. there any hair on Lhem?"
come a subject of National importA ladyof experience gives advic
"No, I guess not. Dv you deal on the suc h a course; but only public contempt
having a superstitious belief that she France
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THE DISTRICT OF COI.Olll1l!A.
Great Britain and Ireland.......................
121,230
"My frent, dot is exactly vhat I does. disgraceful variety shows, and when law- follows : "Be frugal with your
but as he laid his hand on the sheet a previous night, and soon my captors leaves orders that ahe is to be buried on
The report of the Commissioners of the like.
I vas so ,quare dot I lose $3,000 last yers dishonor themselves by torturing atowals o{ such fttvors . 1n tho
well directed blow from Ernest floored were wrapped in slumber. I knew that her Welsh estate, which may not be
Distri ct o[ Columbia, herewith transyear. Can I sell you an oafercoat for the law to sh ield criminals, under the place, I would cut off all uncles, cou
mitted, will inform you fully of the condiin all probability it was my last night practicable if she be drowned at sea.
General Grant is fond of scrambled him.
and brothers in-law ; leL thtm
tion of affairs of the District. The vital eggs and fried ham. So are we. Queen
United SUllee ..........................................
3,025.000 ten dollar?"
The one on the bank started to draw on earth, and many conflicting emotions
false plea of "a fair trial.''
importance for legislation for the reclama- Victoria prefers boiled mutt on with his revolver, but before he could do so filled my mind, driving away sleep.
their own \(•ives ~nd daughters; a
"No, I guess not. Here is an overOf course the area of all the Russian
Rev. Dr. Collyer referred to Mr.
tion and improvement of marshes and Ior caper sauce. We, too. Patti worships I had him covered. One learns to be But chiefly I thought of Lily, my
Some of the Western payers are be- would not kiss the mim,ter, or
posseaaions is much greater than ours, coat that I bought of you four weeks
Frothingham's
"confession"
on
Sunday
the establishment of harbor lines along the
ginning a crusade for the suppreaaion doctor, or t.he lawyer who gels y
Potomac river lrontiwconceded. It isrep- boiled maccaroni with tomato sauce. quick with the J,>iat:>Ion the frontier, prairie flower, left to the mercy of as a "good and courageous expression of bnt about three-fourths of it ill in Asia. ago."
divorce,"
of cart wheel hats in theaters .
"Boughtof meY"
Such co1Dpari.lona, however, are of
where a man's life mav depend on his tho,,e
rude IDen.
doubt."
retented that in their present condition Passme one plate.

-o.rporate all its essential features I should
reel bound to give my approval, but
whether it would be for the best interests
of the :pu8Uc to fix upon an expedient Ior
immediate
and e:r.tensive
application

and that they greatly war the general as•
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Eulalie McSwinny sat silently by the
drawing-room window of her father's
palatial residence in Tuniaburg, watchtug the clouds as they piled slowly up
m the western horizon, burying in their
bosom the golden browed sun that
erstwhile gleamed brightly forth upon
the surface of the earth .
"Heigho !" sighed the girl, weirily, as
she raised her right foot and languidly
scratched her left ankle-a
small and
prettily turned one, without sign of
cu rb, ringbone, or spavin. "Rupert will
not come to•day. I shall not feel his
strong arms around me, t8llte .the nectar
of his lips in a pulsing, passionate kiss,
nor quaff the aroma of his copper-distilled-t wo•drinks• for- a - quarter breath.
Perhaps he does not love me. Sometimes in the long, still, stem-winding
watches of the night I awake suddenly
with the thou2:ht that he is not true to
me,.that somehaughty beauty over in
Algiers haa won hia heart, leaving me
only. the Ii ver and digestive organs.
But 1t cannot, must not be. Without
the beacon light of his love my life
would be a starless blank. No, I will
not doubt him. I will not rack my soul
with the thought that he could be
untrue to me." And with these words
the girl stepped into the conservatory,
plucked a blush-roae, and placing it in
her nut brown hair, walked slowly to
her boudoir.
Seating herself on a damask-covered fanteuil, she touched a bell that
stood on a table near by, and scarcely
had its silvery tinkle ceaaed to be heard
when Nannette McGuire, her femme de
chamhre, pushed aside the damask curtains that hid from view an alcove and
entered the room.
"Give me my volume of Patent Office
reports, Nannette,'' said Eulalie. The
book was handed to her-an
elegantly•
bound work. Rising slowly, Eulalie
placed the book under one corner of the
fauteuil, and saying to herself, "Well,
I guess I have fixed that pesky, shortlegged aofa now,'' lay quietly down and
was soon wrapped in the sweet slumber
of innocent maidenhood.
Such is the power of poetry.
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